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©

ISSUED

BY

THE

‘* And you ‘won't’ row or wild ‘conclusions

lady ticketed for a Western town, and

her seat full of knicknacks which she has

;

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, | gathered in her visit East, and for hours
Rev. I. D, STEWART, Publisher,

she sits there taking each article out of
the canvas bags and bundles, looking
over and arranging them gnd putting
them away more neatly with a quiet,
pleased smile as she’ thinks of the dear
ones who gave them. From a little country town comes in a strapping youth with
knapsack and other ¢fixins”, and as he
deposits them in his chosen seat and announces loud enough to be heard - through

Eo
hod D0 dross at Dover, NH.
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Teach me, my God and King,
In all things thee to see,

to

I'm

provoke

good

much

com-

ment in these days. Here is the irrepressible youngster who tries his mother
and tyrannizes over her, pulls the hair
of the géntleman ahead, wants the

|

And what I do in anything,

window raised when the smoke

To do it as for thee;

and cin-

ders rush past looking for ingress and the

To scorn the senses’ sway,

spoil of delicate costumes,

‘While still to thee I tend;
In all I do be thou the way,

All may of thee partake;

shouts

at the

‘ horse” locomotive through all the driver's vocabulary until the nervous lady be-

In all be thou the end.

hind has to change her seat for compara-

oy

tive quiet, wants a drink just after the
car-boy has disappeared, cries to get out

Nothing so small can be,
But draws, when acted for thy sake,
Greatness and worth from thee,

when the train isggeing 40 mjjes an hour,
eats part of his 4 and scatters the femainder in » benevolent shower over the

If done to obey thy laws,
E’en servile labors shine;

clothes

Hallowed is toil if this the cause,
The meanest work, divine.

of his

neighbors,

for

diversion

screams and kicks like an incipient luna:
—@eéorge Herbert,
tic, and géts from his tired, pestered ma~
nr
ma almost everything but the needful severe spanking. But I started with the
'| intention of sketching two or three charBY PROF. G.E. FOSTER.
acters whose frequency and massiveness
Habit invades the area of travelers as so to speak make them noticeable. And
indeed it does all the departments of our after all, the traveler will sooner or later
life and activity and gasily dominates its be nble to discern throughall varieties a
subject. I remember while going up few genuine types of character, . endlessly
from Vevey to Geneva and along one of diversified and shaded, just as the stock
the most beautiful lakes in the world ob- characters of play and romance are few
serving the tourists on board our pleas- and constantly reproduced. And first
ant little steamer.
Some were wide
THE ORACLE.
awake and lost no effect of the grand aud
You
can
journey
but-few hours without
diversified scenery, but there were men
and women in the company who either meeting him. He is positive or nothing.
buried themselves in a novel, or played Hypotheses are beneath his mental. caliwhist, or lolled uff to deep sleep amid the ber, predictions .his favorite method of
glories which could be seen but few times utterance, and assertion an arrow always
during life. So I notice in railroad and found in his quiver. He is bold even to
steamboat traveling, that few people rashness,and ventures with the utmost sang
make as much as they might out of it. froid on ground which great minds have
Traveling is indeed a constant instruc- timidly explored, and gallops over the
tion and entertainment, and no observant quaky marsh like a full blood steed over
mind need lack for material to be profita- the battle plain. He plays with the
bly studied. People read novels, they intensest problems of life and society in a
say, in order to gain an insight into hu- way that wins your admiration even
- man nature, and =o thousands go along our though it does not convince your judgment.
railroads, with eyes and ears for nothing Huxley is a babe to him in some poiats of
about them, fully absorbed in tracing the suientific dispute, and is put aside on the
more ov less unreal characters of a serial shallow matter of ‘ignorant scientist”;
or romance. Would it not be infinitely at one thrust of his Theological lance Calbetter for them to use their own eyes and vin and Chalmers and McCosh liesprawlvars and observing faculties in. studying ing in the dust of the arena; Grant was
the real characters which swarm about full of blunders in the conduct of the late
them in the crowded lines of travel? war, and Adam Smith went greatly astray
Every peculiarity of disposition, every in his teaching of Economy, As you listshade of idiosyncrasy, every tendency of en to his political theorizing the wonder
motive is spread as on the pages of a grows upon you why our country sheuld

OHARACTERS IN TRAVEL.

book before the mind,

and

a little

prac-

tice would enable one to read it quite

easily.

Theaters

as

urge in their defense

the facility with which they interpret the

varjous modes yjand grades of life, and
thus give the man of
an insight into the
and very different
travel during these

one social condition
manners of another
society.
Well, in
cosmopolitan times

and in this democratic country all classes
mingle, and the diverse tragedies and
comedies of peculiar ranks and fashions
are constantly spread before us. Assumption as ridiculous, silliness as vapid, selfishness as cruel, sympathy as tender and
bravery as heroic pass before us in the
shifting scenes of travel life, as any portrayed to us on boards of theater or in
pages of novel, and what is far better
we have the natural actors and are not
obliged to put up with an interpreter. Af
the laughing philosopher of the olden
time could be transplanted to the changing crowds of our modern

he would forego sweet

thoroughfares,

sleep

amd

spend

his days in perpetual cacchination over
the follies and absurdities massed before
him, while the weeping sage would pour
forth a constant humor from his tender
eyes as the oft-recurring miseries of the
hurrying

multitudes

passed

before

his

gaze. Here is a wee toddling’ thing
. which in the overflow of its indiscrimi-

nating and dramatic affection persists in
climbing up the knee and kissing the
cheeks of the bashful young man who sits
so nervously beside

his

first sweetheart,

and who wishes himself ‘‘ anywhere out
of the world” as the

appreciative

passes along the row of seats.
is the newly wedded

couple

giggle

Yonder

oblivious

of

all else in the world except their own
sweet selves, and whose suggestive pan-

tornime and sundry leanings are gleefully
watched by a knot of mischievous young
people just across the aisle.

Now one sees

the angular form, the sharp nose with spectacles astride, the several bundles and in-

evitable umbrella of the advanced

spins-

ter, and the shrill but decisive voice

which advertises the conductor that she

holiness” of a man-militant. And the
longer he dogmatize the less good he
does, and obscurer grow the mists

about

the mind of intelligent inquiry. The Oracle frequently sits astride the hobby of
science, and has satisfactorily demonstrat-

ed God, and virtue, and human

responsi-

ill-concealed pity upon all those. feebler
intellects which can not rise to the same

are too common

WORKING FOR GOD.

is no darkness in the grave,no mystery in
the Trinity, no difficulty in the *¢ perfect

Leadviile”, looks around as if expecting
blank amazement to fill the average
countenances at the utterance of the distant name. Innocent man, he thinks he
ought to be lionized for breaking away
for such a far off spot, but long passages

guess

be goingto the dogs

and all the while

this modern Cincinnatus should be following the furrow, and why our philanthro-

pists.—Western Christian Advocate.

tail in the after life as to what we shall
A patent logical inconsistency in a sysdo and how we shall live. To him there tem of Christian faith or >f Christian prac-

bility out of the universe, and looks with

‘ Wal—I

EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES,

If we are Christians we are, by the

can tell you all about’ heaven from the very conditions of being such, philanthro-

number of its streets to the smallest de-

for

the car,

The Morning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

with the un-

forget now, mind.” And here is a dear old answerable ‘thus’ saith the Lord.” He

sure ground with himself.

He

saddles

the steed of social Theory, and rides
about in his Quixotic tilts with capital)

rank, social condition, marriage laws and’
Sunday enactments. If chaos were only
at hand again, he could make a world far
better than God did: and substitute his
automatic trickery for the sublime laws
which tend toward ultimate good. Did

you ever mark the Oracle; reader? If
not, keep your eyes open and some day he
will appear fully caparisoned in the field
of yout vision.
I

(

A TIMELY EXAMPLE.
BY

tice is one of the doomed
world.—The Standard.

things in this
Hh

In an editorial in the Star of December 3, entitled
*‘Onr Denominationgl
Centenagial,” you referred to the efforts

and success of the American Methodist
Episcopal church in raising fupds during
1866, its centenary year. According to
McClintock and Strong's Cyclopedia, the
aggregate contributions amounted to $8y~
709,498.39.
“The minutes for 1864”
gave the number of members in the

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

BY REY.

. WASHINGTON

FINANCE,
The financial question and situation are
aboutas follows: The Government during

THE CO-OPERATIVE PLAN,
_ Three years have passed since our Benevolent Societies adopted the plan of
employing but one agent to raise funds
for their use.

the war issued $400,000,000 in Treasury

N.

great improvement on some that we have
known to our sorrow .— Watchman.
The authorized statement of the views
of Archbishop Williams on the public
school question emphasizes two facts that
ought not to be lost sight of by American

citizens: the Catholic Church does not
change,

and

it knows

how

to

'wait.—

Golden Rule.

Congress hus commenced early upon
what seems to be its chief work in our
days—president making. All legislation

is evidently to be largely shaped
influence upon

next year.

the

national

hy its

election

of

The great party in opposition

changes its tactics simply because the
legislation of the special session proved
unpopular as demonstrated by the fall
elections. The important financial questions which lie at the foundation of national ‘prosperity and the credit of the
government are to be ‘discussed mot so
fect upon Western and Southern votes.—
Zion's Herald.

Romanism has a free field in America,
subject only to the fundamental conditions of our common American citizenship, and of that right public sentiment,

sure to increase rather than diminish

in

enthusiasm; has

On the back of these notes or bills, it is stated
that they are legal tenders (by congressional
enactments during the war) or payable for all

Fer-

extensively

traveled

among our churches ; has spoken at many
of our Quarterly.and Yearly Meetings,and
has written much for the columns of the
Star. It is now possible to form an intel-

ligent opinion concerning the merits of
this method of work. From the last Report of the Financial Secretary we glean
a few items.
)
i
The plan has proved to be economical.
The entire cost of transacting all the business of the three societies employing this officer has been less than nine per cent.ofthe
income. The contributions have steadily
increased,

spite

in

times.”

‘hard

of

More churches are now using the ‘¢ Card
System,” and giving reguiarly->to the
causelvrepresented by it, than in any year

The plan was

before, since its adoption.

undertaken as an experiment.

That itis,

in all respects, superior to any and every
other plan, has never been claimed for it.
1t is believed to combine as many excellences, and to be as free from

defects,

as

any plan can well be. All will, agree,
doubtless, that it is good enough, if we
only work it thoroughly. On this its
success depends. Put into it all the energy and enthusiasm possible, and no
fault will be found with the plan.
NOT QUITE RIGHT.

power among us, which will protect the
the Corresponding
rights
of the individual, | It is asserted by
inalienable
Mission Society
Home
the
of
Secretary
against the world!
And it is a hopeful
that
in
the
State
of
‘Maine,
the great
‘sign to see Archbishop Williams remindstronghold of our denomination, the very
ing
the
priésts
of
his
diocese,
that
¢¢
kind
Methodist church, including probationers,
citadel of our forces, not one-half of our
|to be 908,889. It is not probable that advice, paternal solicitude, gentle persua- churches
are holding their own in point
the numbers in 1866 exceeded one mil- sion, prayer and other measures suggest- of numbers. This statement is based on
lion. Assuming that they reached this ed by charity, will avail so much more
than ill-timed or ill-tempered s@verity, or the returns given in the Register for 1879.
number, there was raised as a centenary
offering a little
member.

more

than

$8.70

per

vexatious,

coercive

measures.”

That

would be good doctrine to preach in
Spain and Austria. It is precisely the
doctrine of Protestantism, and geod docout persistent effort. The history of the “trine anywhere.— Advance.
movement which re sulted sc advantaThis grand result was not raised with-

geously is both interesting and instructive.

The General Conference of 1864 took theginitiatory steps. It set forth two great
channels for the gifts of the people, which it
designated as *‘ Connectional and

Local.”

It then commended the *¢ whole subject to
the prayerful consideration of every minister, traveling and local, and every official and private member of the church,
calling for the most systematic and energetic efforts everywhere to carry out in
their true spirit these nocble plans,” It

named two millions of dollars as the minimum sum to be raised. It gave an. outline of the methods to’ be pursued, and
made provision for the appointment of an
efficient centenary committee by its
Board of Bishops. This committee did
effective work. - The objects for which
contributions
could be made
were
| definitely stated, and the plans of securing them were delineated. Conference
and other committees, having in charge
the work of securing these

090-0
*&

ANACHRONISMS

as those that three or

centuries

ago

indulged in them : without stint. Down
in the Hartford Athenmum there is a pict
ure of St. Peter calmly reading his own
epistles in German, ina Bible , bound in
stout leather with big brass clasps and,
if we remember rightly, a pair of big
spectacles

lying

Verrio placed
¢* Christ

upen

the

periwigged

Healing

the

open

page.

spectators of

Sick;”

exhibited

Abraham about to. shoot Isaac with: a
pistel, and depicted an Ethiopian king in
the old costume of a surplice,: boots and
spurs. Albert Diiver added insult to ius
jury when he painted the expulsion from

Eden, and represented Adam and Eve as
contributions, , Beeing before a preposterous angel ind

The times and “places flounced petticoat.

were appointed.

painters are reare to be found
own; hut never
so distinguished

four

does

it

indicate?

Cigoli painted *¢ Sim-

for centenary religious services were | eon at the Civoumecision™ with spectacles
designated. These arrangements did not! on his nose, and the Virgin Mary helping
exist simply in name, but the breath of’ herself to coffee from a chased coffee-pot.

pists are so dall of perception that theydo
not put into execution his brief and sen- life was effectually breathed into the um-

Plainly,

that

there ought to be a vigorous campaign of
practical Home Mission work throughout
the whole State, beginning with an earnest consecration oftime and strength and
property to the service of Christ. The
waste places ought to be reclaimed. The
inactive = laborers,

OF ARTISTS.

The anachronisms of
markably amusing, and
in all ages, even in our
nowadays from hands

What

= clerical

and

lay,

ought to be summoned to the work.

It

of winisters and people, of churches.

and

ought to enlist the thought and sympathy
Quarterly Meetings. If possible a mighty
effort ought to be made to push speedily
forward all forms of ‘evangelistic labor,
and to marshal the forces for an advance
all along the line.
Now, what is true in

Maine

is

proba:

bly true in ‘several other States. We
greatly fear that in some the showing may
‘be evén more unfavorable. Brethren, be

not discouraged.

If we

°

notes,

or promises to pay, and there remain on its
hands at the present time, about $850,000,000.

The office of Financial Sec-

retary was created, and Rev, E.

LETTER.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec.11.

G1 Ci WATERMAN,

The outlook is not discouraging; a nald was chosen to perform its duties,
Congress that does nothing will be ‘a He has labored untiringly and with great

much upon their merits, as upon their ef-

X.

NO. 51

be the Lord's,

greajpr is he that is for us than all they
that can be against us. ''Let us gird up
our loins and set ourselves vigorously to

public and private debts excepting “customs,
and interest on public debt, which can only be

paid in coin. This medium, together with the
national bank notes, and coin, constitues the
curreney of the country.
The President pro-

poses to withdraw

the first from

by paying them

gold and

notes to be

in

immediately

circulation

silver

canceled as

coin,

the

soon

as

redeemed, the same aynount of coin of course
to go into circulation.
The financial minister
recommends that the coinage of silver be curtailed or stopped, and the above notes be de-

prived of their legal tender power,

which

is

also about the animus of the Bayard bill. This
would put them on the same footing as the
national bank notes.
These two would be the
circulating
‘medium for the people and restrict the transactions of the Government to
coin only.
A great point in favor of the President’s
plan is that complete and unequivocal resumpe
tion means this if it means anything, the absolute retirement of these Government notes from
circulation, for the Government is obliged to

redeem them

in coin, and so

stantly threatening

it.

they

Take

are

the

con-

possibility,

and it is predicted that it may not be an im-

probability, of the balance of trade (now running so strongly in our favor), turning against
us; gold would go streaming out of the country; the scarcity of it would put greenbacks
below par and then a combination of capital
ists would precipitate upon the Government a
mass of these greenbacks for redemption in
coin, which would not only embarrass the Government but it would stagger resumption.
The argument
againstany action at this
‘time, is the - general good * business condition
of the country and the time hardly ripe for
serious meddling with the currency; that this

legal tender money

|

is a convenient medium of

exchange, and that it would be well to await the
results of this balance

of foreign

trade’ ques-

tion, and its possible adverse effect.
CONGRESSIONAL

ITEMS.

On Monday, both Houses reassembled from
Thursday’s adjournment.
There was a cargo
of bills to unload, which was effectually cut off
by the announcement of Congressman Lay’s

death, and a speedy quiet adjournment ensued.
Tuesday

the avalanchl

bills on all subjects

came

and

some.

300

were introduced, fromis-

.. __

suing $800,000,000 in greenbacks, to a depredation claim of $90.00 in Colorado.
A delegation of resident clergymen visited the House
Dist. Com. to insist upon the b
enfo
ment of the Sunday law, particularly
rd
to the hawking of newspapers inthe streets on

that dav.

There is hardly a street

in

Wash

ington but resounds on Sunday morning with.
the discordant cries of the news boys. Also,.to+
rotest against the Sunday excursions. on. theotomae, $0 common in the summer season..
On Wednesday, in the House, the pegular.
order was demanded, and the bill to prohibit
assessments by federal officers came up.und waspostponed until January 7, when that, and undoubtedly the Marshalls bill will open the
political ball.
:
As to the length of the session, ove witty
Southern member remarked, that it * depend-.
ed very much upon how often Blaine stirred
up Hill, of Ga!”
On Thursday, both branches of Congress accomplished more business
than usoal ; two appropriation bills being introduced inthe House,
the fortification and
pension bills. Action on the latter will be had
probably before the close of the week.

PROGRESS AND THI: COLORED RACE.
Hon, Fred Douglas, Marshall of the Dist.

work, and without doubt God 'will bless

of Columbia, delivered a most

us, and that right early.

dress at Baltimore last Sunday on the occasion

THE MAN FOR THE ROOM.
We are glad to know that several
churches and Quarterly Meetings have
generously responded to the call from our
Theological School, at Bates College, fur
furnishings for the roems occupied by
members of the school. Aad we remem-

of the 50th anniversary of.the first opening’ of
a colored -Sunday-school in* that
city.
His
theme was “ The progress: of man,” and. has
attracted much attention for its scholarship

ber with pleasure, too, that in one case at

interesting

and research. - Thoughts coming

from

such

ad-

a

source may perhaps be of interest, when it isdenied that a colored man’s prain is not suscep-

table of progress, but Frederick Douglas needs
e
Here area: few extracts; * Anni-no defense.

versaries are mile-stones-in the journey of buNicolas Poussin represented the deluge
man life and human institutions, and while
least,
a
Quarterly
Meeting
not
only
furwith boats.
Dubufe’s “Prodigal Son,”
they carry the mind Backward: they. sweep it
dertaking.
:
HE
mished the room but sent & worthy young forward.
The denominational press contained ‘which has been in such vogue as a pres- man to eccupy it. We hope they will
“The Jews celebrated their passover from thie’
speaking directlyto you. He settles his articles setting forth the grandeur of the ent to ‘London school-teachers, is most
bondage of Egypt, the American people their
keep
a
representative
in
the
school
forliberation
from the yoke of England--and this
body well in his seat, throws back his object and the ways and means of accom- atrociously- offensive in this direction, |
occasion, therefore, is in the custom.”
He
envied cranial development, and whilst plishing it. The general enthusiasm was not a thing in the whole meretricious ever. Amd may not others do likewise? continued: ** Of all the animals born into the
i!
Are
there
not
young
men
in
many
world, none are more helpless, more easily
his eye rains constant flashes over the unbounded. In Nov., 1869, the commit- composition having any relatien to the
destroyed, or more likely to destroy themselves
whole field of vision, his sentences. fall tee having the work in charge, concluded time and circumstances of the Bible story, churches whom the Lord will call into than man, and he has but one power, the cry
to the prayers of of distress for help.
Then follows the selike loaded dice among the listening audi-. that the two millions of dollars designated or even to Oriental life.— Springfield Re- the miristry in answer
his peeple? Do we pray as earnestly as quence of humanity, infancy, childbood, youth,
tors. He disdains that attribute of great- would be swelled to nearly four millions. publican.
manhood, marriage, parentage, old age and
we ought that the Lord will call the best I death, each condition bringing new lessons and
ness, soft speech; why should his wisdom
Even this sum was destined to ‘be more
>--0-ro
{
duties.
Thus, step by step, utterly helpless
and strongest of our sons. into his
linger for lack of utterance? Like a spring than doubled.
| in the beginning, he becomes through progserviee
in
the
gospel
ministry?
If
it
is
|
A TRUE STORY.
Io8%, the supreme master of the natural creatorrent his words rush and roar adown
The simple citation of this example of
€he best gifts,” ion.
Here is a short story of Mississippi jus- rightto ** covet earnestly
the channels of well-worn expressions,
“Knowledge, the capacity to acqnire,'o apply
the Methodists ought to be in itself quite
is it mot right to covet them for the Masand to impart it, is his overmastcring power.
and when a pause breaks the impetuous sufficient to accomplish the object which tice :—
ter’s mse in his vineyard ? Furnish the The colored race, young in liberty, knowledge
CuAPTER I. James A. Barksdale was rooms, by all means, and pray the ILord and civilization, have made progress, great
continuity, the Genius of the stream lifts we have had in view in writing, Tt
progress, but we have notattained the hight
his moist locks, and smilingly but trium- scarcely needs a formal enforcement. nominated as chancery clerk of Yazoo to send men to occupy them.
we ure capable of. Slavery has left'mountains
REV. JEREMIAH PHILLIPS, D. D.
phantly sweeps the circles of his hearers With system, persistence and the réqui- county.
of prejudice and customs to overcome, but we
CHAPTER II. Henry M. Dixon anwith his self-satisfied regards.
He never site amount of enthusiasm enkindled with
Just as our column is nearly full, we ‘stand in the presence of gréat opportunities.”
views on the Exodus question
studies a subject: his peculiar gift would a sense of the worthiness of the cause, ‘nounced himselfas an independent can- receive the sad intelligence of the death areMr.wellDouglas’
known. ~ He deprecates any movedidate
for
sheriff
of
Yazoo
county.
ment
of
the
kind,
and took oceasion to so
|
of
our
dear
brother,
which
oecurred
on
not separate him from ordinary humanity ean not Free Baptists ‘accomplish the
Cuarrer IIL A delegation of the Tuesday evening, Dee. 9th. A’ fuller state in his closing, as also in a letter of more
if he must thread-the arduous paths of pa- | work in raising funds in 1880, their eenrecent date addressed to a meeting held in this
tient investigation, Like the wild horse tennial year, which their last General mest respected citizens of Yazoo waited | notice will be found in the editorial city, inaid of some 300 penniless colored people
North Carolina, who are now being
which has swiftest pace with least en- Conference placed before them? It asked upon Captain Dixon and strongly advised columus. The funeral was held Thurs- caredfrom
for in this city, transmitting, however, a
cumbering guidance, so his mental opera- for centenary contributions, amounting him to retire from his candidacy. Dixon | day, Dec. 11. Pres. Durgin in” a note liberal donation.
following extracts are the terse opinions
tions are most brilliant when unburdened to $500,000, or about six and two-thirds complied with their polite request, but— | says: “His death was in keeping with ofThe
a Northern man, who went south after the
‘Cuarrer IV. He afterwards recon- his life. His faith in the Gospel and his war, supposing that he would be welcome in
with least humdifum facts. He is impa- dollars per member. Let there be no
well-meaning degire to develop the retient of those who call for premises gpd misunderstanding. It is possible that but | sidered his determination and again took | hope of fndia continued to grow to the his
very last. On whom shall the mantle’ of sources of that prostrated country, but he was
finally driven out,and has published
have an unhappy leaning towards logical a comparatively small part of the $500,- the field, whereupon—
, aostracized,
het. fafall2
di prophet.
volume of his experience, in which he says:
James A. Barksdale || th e ascending
processes, and in the circleof his admirers 000 named may be raised for general de- | Cuarrer V.
ITEMS.
“ The North and South are simply convenient
you find few ofthat class; Jupiter could nominational purposes. The year will af- went out at noon to meet Dixon, with a
names for two distinct, hostile 6! Dra
The Methodist Church in this country ble ideas ,—two civilizations, they are somenot listen to the vaporings of mortal ford a grand opportuhity for local church shot-gun in his hand, fired upon him at
times called in the South.”
:
has never done much for the American
men, nor could St. Thomas ‘Aquinas suf- building and debt paying and for theigen- short range, unarmed, in the open street,
In his opinion, these two must always be
Indian. ' The pitiful sum of $3,500 is all in conflict until the one altogether prevails
o
:
fer the feeble queries of ignorant laymen. eral strengthening of the things which re- and killed him.
its, Missionary Society appropriates and the other forever fails,
CpAPIER VI. Barksdale was formally that
He further states? ‘ The nation bad nourThe Oracle loves the smoking room of main, all of which will tell in some way
for the coming year for missionary work ished
and protected slavery; the fruit of it has
the Hotel, and there you see him at his to the advantage of the cause as a whole. arrested, but releasedon bail, on his own in this peculiarly urgent department of been the ignorant freedman, the ignorant poor

tentions maxims for social betterment.
The Oracle never contents himself with

best with a dozen or more il

recognizance,
Cuarter VIL

headed

fellows swallowing his words in a vain
attempt to fill up a natural vacuum. He

sits a8lord in political knots in bar-room

or voting precinct and blows his bubble

Bhd
on on

The, President
watchword ;

and,

has

sounded

whether

the right
the

present

and James A. Barksdale was triumpbantly elected chancery clerk by a grateful

people.

overhears some side remark from a hearer,

Congress acts or not, let the people be
determined that a thorough reform in our
civil service shall be an accomplished
fact, and the thing .will be done. The

«By George, he’s tonguey—they can't get

right kind of voting will bring the result

dale.

around him.”

to pass.. Voting is the irresistible power
in this country.— Independent.

theories which tomorrow’s facts will burst

to thin air.

He swells with pride as he
The Oracle

is sometimes

found in a‘ pulpit and clinches all his nar-

Gai
The election was held,

_. CHAPTER

‘VIII.

The grand jury in-

vestigated the shooting affair thoroughly
and found no indictment against Barks;

=

THE END.
— Boston Advertiser.

our ‘‘ home missionary”

work.— Advance.

Mrs. Stone has given $25,000 to Armenia College at Harpoot. - The Prudential
Committee of the American Board havealso made appropriations out of the - Otis
Estate to other Mission Colleges: $10,000 eaclr to Jaffra College in Ceylon, to
Turkey College in Aintab, and to Arme-

nia College at Harpoot. How rich the
beneficence of money so invested "in

« springing and’ germinant. fulflllments,”

at once and for ages to come.

white man and the arrogant master.”
Mr. Douglas counsels that they (the colored
people) stay just where they are and make
the most of the opportunities granted them,
He may be right, and his opinions in regard to
his own people have weight, but this uneasy

condition of these

unfortunate

freedmen and

the very palpable efforts that are displaying
themselves here and there to get away from

their continued wrongs and persecutions, in
Scala plainly, that restless influences are ac
work.

‘The time

is possibly ripening for the grand

exodusof a whole people,

that shall be as

table an event as any of its kind jin history, .

ke T

°

ELLiorT.

no-

|

°

ite

THE

MORNING

_

S$

| sy volumes, or bright and stimulating ?
But the point in all this is ‘evident, and
needs no further enlarging. We, step

8S Departmint,

back to the question at the

beginning,—

THOSE DELINQUENT ADULTS.)
1“ What are we doing to make the school
‘The adults, the adults; if we only attractive to adults? Revs E. A! Rand

had them in the Sunday-schoal!” Again
and again do we discuss the feasibility of

securing their attendance.

1t lies before

us now as a’'stbject on the programme of
a church conference, ‘* How to keep

adults in the Sunday-school ?” There is a
prior question,—how to get them?

In one way or another, the question of
securing adults for the Sunday-school

continually comes

up for answer.

those degenerate adults! As

Oh,

their

name

is rung out again and again, hurried and
slarred,

it is

no

wonder

if

the

word

sound like the dolts, the dolts! Let us
now ask ourselves what we are doing to
make the school attractive to the

adults.,

in S.S.

Times.

:

SBA

‘ FREEZING UP.”
The time has now come when things
must be faithfully cared for or they will
‘freeze
up.” You
may have taken
great pains to fill the cellar with a choice
variety of eatables for winter use; but
now, unless you close the windows, bank
up the walls, and perhaps keep a fire

burning in the room ‘above, things will
be in danger of freezing up, and your
labor will be lost.
Here, Sabbath-school one wap
a
good illustration of what your wopk™
will

amount to if you allow your

sthool to

STAR,

the com
| | ed,
‘with baptism
Canmmmcations.,
hy

[hay

Tre

Hl

bh

BAPTISM
AND THE LORD'S SUPPER.
|

i

ny J. M. DB, D.D.

successful, a teacher
a good man, but a

bright, apt, wide-awake being, with the
teaching element in him.
He can then
take an adult class and will attract scholars. As it is, how much snapless, profitless teaching is submitted to! A father or
mother says, ‘ It don’t pay to go into the
Sunday-school Bible class. It is taught
by a humdrum teacher.” Some one has
said, ** That divine, beautiful thing called
teaching.” With some, how divine is it?
It seems self-evident that the man to
-teach the Bible-class is the pastor. If

Sabbath-school.

;

Perhaps the excuse most commonly
given is that they were sick and could
not come. Of course a severe illness
may commence on the Sabbath; but, in
nine, cases out of ten,the sudden Sabbath-

evening or Sabbath-morning

attacks

are

we

tion, unchurching all ether denominations, and refusing to give letters to
vnite with them, and to invite them to
their communion.

The F. Baptists cofisider the same bap-

tism an orderly antecedent to their membership, but they do not

make

it an es-

Still again, what are ‘we doing to at-

fore let each one. come, bringing his
share of the fuel, and the Lord will bless

ing the proofs.

omittingto see what
among the women.

teachers
:

may

tract adults in the arrangements for services on Sunday in the church? I have
in mind two schools, one in the city and
the other in the country. In the city
church there is a prayer-meeting at nine,
church service at half-past ten, a second
service at three, and an evening prayermeeting at half-past seven. As the minister preaches rather long sermons,

are

six hours

prayer and

already

there

mortgaged

praise. - How

many

to

adults

will be attracted to another) service,

and

this for the Sunday-school at quarter of
two in the afternoen and lasting until
three? To attend that Sunday-school is
asking
a good deal of a man working
hard all the

week,

out

so

early

in

the

morning and back home so late at night

that in winter he

never

sees

his wife's

face by daylight until Sunday comes ; and
as for the faces of the younger children,
he would not see them at all if there
were no seventh day,

unless he looked at

them in bed. Can we ask such a man to
go to all these multitudinous services on
Sunday, and urge him into the Sunday"school? Then take the country church I
have in mind, morning service beginning
at half-past ten, and the afternoon service
at half-past one, and between the

two

is

jammed the Sunday-school, giving a man
hardly time enough to turn round and
draw one long breath in outdoor air.

How many adults will be attracted

into

that Sunday-school?

one

To

attend

it,

must be under the roof of the church five
hours, with but little intermission, unless
the minister is a merciful man, and short-

en his sermons. If we would attract
adults into the school, we must make

elbew-room for the schooi somewlere, so
that people
can attend it conveniently,
‘und also have a bit of vacation for them-

selves
atit home.
. Then
will pay

move the cause, and
not speedily cured.

Again we say, Bu

see

lesson.
if the

Re-

effect is
8

careful not

to let

his efforts.— Youth's Instructor.
++

we
>

LOSING SCHOLARS.
Many a child is lost, lost forever, out of
the Sabbath-school class, when, seeming-

ly, a single visit from the teacher

would

have restored him to the influence of that

Sabbath ‘home. A professed Christian
who had long been living in neglect of
his church covenant vows, was led to
return to his first love, and re-consecrate

himself to Christ's service.
confession before

the

sadly that little by

In making

church,

little

he

he

stated

had gone

back and down from the right

way,

and

this in full sight of his brother members,
not one of whom had - ever laid a hand

tenderly on him

and

asked

him

to do

better.

Ah! there are many such

step-by-step

wanderers from the Sabbath-school fold.
‘Let no teacher be so faithless that his

scholar can speak thus of his neglect.
John B. Gough was rescued tHrough a
tap on the shoulder and a kind word
from Joel Stratton, and Dr. Cuyler

beau-

tifully suggests that in the thunders of
applause at Gough's triumph in Exeter
Hall, or the Academy of Music, he hears
the echoes of that tap and those words of
loving sympathy.
.
The teacher who follows his Sabbath
scholar as he is led astray,or is becomin

heedless and unstable, may speak a wor

to that scholar, the echoes of which shall

be heard in the song
eternally.— Selected.

of the redeemed

THE G00D SOHOLAR.
Two
model

things together are the very
of a good scholar. First, you

must listen.

be silent; you

You

must hear;

must

be

you

attentive.

must

We

can never hope to gain real wisdom or
knowledge unless we are willing to be
taught; unless we look out for instrnc-

tion, unless we fix our minds. He who
to make the adult is always talking without listening to
others say ; %e who isalways asking
class attractiveby taking special notice what
questions without waiting for an answer ;
of it in various ways. Big folks as well he who allows his mind to wander from
ag little folks like attention. If there be one thipg to another ; he who thinks he is
wiser than his teachers and cleverer than

lecture
now and then spocially adapted
to the adult elds, or a soeisl gathering

his companions ; he who does not look up

what is above himself, whether old or
+ for it, this will pay. There is the libra- | toyoung,
is not learning as “Christ learnt.

ry also. Is that a magnet for the fathers

and mothers? Are the adult books drow-

e wust also

be

good

tions.—Dean Stanley.

askers
:

of ques-

a

while,

and

‘brings them), if possible, to the glad reun-

| absurd,” and

ion every year.

We

feel sure that all

{such will live Christian lives and do

given us no command on the subject, and

as we consider what

have already said -a sufficient answer,
were it not for the misrepresentations of
our position.”
This renders it necessary
to make ourselves understood if possible.
The brother complains that we misunderstand him, that he did not mean that
baptism is a prerequisite. Then why did
he attack the editorial which admitted that

be

be can’t. take the very next best man, not

undigested

Tefters of love once in

be unnecessary,

your Sabbath-school *‘ freeze up” this
winter. . Remember that as it takes Juore
fuel to keep warm in winter than in summer, 80 it requires greater effort to keep
up the Sabbath-school interest. There-

an

{member their spiritual mother; with their

the original position assailed by Bro.
Baker, in reference to where - the Bible
left it, has been virtually abandoned; and
the argument from custom and good
order . substituted,
about
which we
have no controversy, a reply would

sential qualification for .the Euharist, so
that they can consistently invite to their
communion
members of Pedo-baptist
churches which have adopted different
antecedents. We hope to be understood,
and with this statement of our position
let us examine the articles before us. If
the question in regard to ‘Scripture
proof” is a *‘ serious chacge” as our broth-

eaused by

da—

| their duty well wherever they may be.
We sympathize with those children who,
‘tmfortunately,
have been obliged to leave
baptism the orderly antecedent of memtheir
pleasant
homes, and enter upon
bership and, communion, : and that this
may possibly have commenced subse- {life's duties among strangers. So we
quent to Christ among the apostles. We sympathize with those brothers and sisinfer this from the fact that they baptized ters in Christ, who, because of sickness,
believers immediately, though they have or business, or their connection with oth-

This subjectis again before us. . Since

‘ Attractive?” says one. ¢ Why, we
‘« general custom,” not the Bible, had es‘freeze up,” or be suspended, this winshould think they would come any way.”
tablished its antecedence? If thiswas all
ter. You may have taken great pains to
But they will not any more than people
he meant, we cheerfully
acknowledge
gather the children into the school and to
will go to church, unless the service is
our
mistake.
But
why
did
he write two
properly arrange and classify them; but
made attractive. We do not permit the
and a half columns against it?
If he
now, unless you labor with increased achouse of God to be a barn.
There must
meant that the Bible establishes the antivityto make the school so interesting
be an organ, and a good organ, and a
tecedence of baptism to church memberthat the scholars will be anxious to come,
good organist. The services of prayer
your school will be likely to run down, ship and the Supper, it is to all intents
and song must be engaging. The serand finally be suspended; and in the and purposes a ‘‘necessary antecedent,”
mon ust be enlivening.
If a man spring you will find that much of your an indispensable ‘¢ prerequisite.”
This
stand up in « barn, and grind out dull,
was the point at issue, and we so argued
work must be done over.
prosy talk about good things, he won't.
One reason why it is so important that it; were we mistaken?
have listeners. Dallness and prosiness
We are misquoted and the sense perour schosls be maintained during the
and uncouthness are not the investment
verted
where we said, in a former article,
winter is that in early spring, when the
that will pay interest. We wisely attract
Sunday-school interest usually awakens ‘that repentance and faith in Christ or
people to church. So we attract the litin other denominations, an earnest effort Christian character makes one a member
tle folks to Sunday-school.
We aim to
should be made by every school in our ofthe church universal, ¢. e., makes him a
secure good teachers for the children.
ranks to gather in the neighbors’ chil- Christian, not a member of a particular
There mast be spirited singing, a picnic
dren ; and unless the interest is kept up, church, and that this entitles him to the
in summer, a Christmas festival in winit will take so long to get into running Lord's Supper according to the Bible, us
ter, and children like Sunday-school conorder that but little of this work can be well as to the decision of General Concerts ull the year round.
The library
ference, which is, that ‘‘every person
accomplished.
;
must have books that are full of breeze
has a right
But no matter how anxious the officers who has a Christian character
and life, and not be a harbor for volumes
to
partake
of
the
Lord’s
Supper,
whether
of ‘a-school may be for its continuance,
like worn-out hulks, that only ask for a
he has been baptized or not.” This is the
unless’
the
‘individual
members
sustain
place to lie in, and there decay. We atthem by a full and regular attendance, position which our denomination took
tract the children.
Now, the adults” are
years ago, and the General Conference
only the bigger children. John's father their efforts will be in vain.
has not since seen fit to rescind it. On
Now, as the cold increases, and the
is only John grown up, and wearing a
this we stand as a F. Baptist.
bigger overcoat. Like John, the father days grow shorter, there will naturally
Again, since there is no form of church
be a dropping off in attendance.
must be attracted to the school.
The imorganization
given in the Bible, it deWhile there may be a few who are
portance of this is all the more urgent
volves on a particular church to make its
very
much
scattered
that
will
find
it
quite
because the big folks are not so helpless
own conditions, not repugnant to the
as the little ones, and they can say to impracticable to attend every Sabbath, a spirit of the gospel.
1Itis under the negreat number will be ' tempted to stay
themselves, ‘I can study at home.
I
cessity of doing it if it has any organizaaway without a good excuse.
can pick up knowledge there. I can be
It is a fact much to ‘be regretted, that tion. The F. Baptists require evidence
both class and teacher.”
of a change of heart, compliance with
~ And this suggests the inquiry whether ‘many think they can not study their les-| our faith and covenant, and immersion
sonon
any
day
of
the
week
except
the
we make the Sunday-school attractive to
Sabbath ; and as that day is now nearly into the name of the trinity, antecedent to
the adults by securing a good teacher for
all occupied in attending Sabbath-school church membership. They have the powthem? Sometimes, a man’s sole recomer to make this prerequisite to the Supper
mendation for the position of teacher is and meetings, the lesson is neglected till if they please, but they can not do it, and
the next Friday evening, when they find
his goodness. But in addition to goodconsistently practice free communion. If
. mess, there must be aptn@ss to teach. themselves toq tired to study, or are pre- immersion is an indispensable qualificavented from so doingby some unforeseen
+: God will not bless, in building, the man
then no one can
circumstance. The result is an imper- {lion for the Eucharist,
with alot of lumber before him and a
partake
of
it
without.
The
same princifect lesson ; and when scholars have im« hammer in his hand, simply because he
ple
is
true
of
church
membership.
The
perfect lessons, it is astonishing what
is good. He must have skill as a cartrivial excuses will keep them away from close communion Baptists take this posii penter.
So to be
mast not only be

oh
A
A

er affirms, why not refute it by producIf this could be done, it

would settle the question at once, but the
original position assailed still remains
intact. Ifit is based on the Bible, it
can not be overthrown by it.
‘We do notSuppose that the brother
means to say that
public prayer and
exhortation” can not ‘* naturally precede"
baptism, but he seems to say so; and he
drags in many duties, which have noth-

ing to do with it, as ** out of order” and
‘“ opposed to apostolic usage,” without
baptism,
when
he can
not
show
that the
Apostles
themselves
ever
received the Christian rite.
In regard to this, Robert Hall says, “My deliberate opinion is that in the Christian
sense of the term, they (the apostles)
were not baptized at all.” We have no
account of their baptism.
*¢ We regard taking the Lord's Supper
without baptism,” just as he does, in
* deviation from the ordinary and proper
arrangement of things” which we have
adopted, simply because the Bible has

we admit that custom and tradition ‘make

inferences can not establsh rites or their
relations.
What force is there in our brother's appeal to ** most denominations” when they
do not practice

baptism,

if immersion

is

essential to the rite, as he believes, and
when in some of them large numbers do
not so much as know that they have been
sprinkled, only by the testimony of others?
Why does net our author show that

*“ the natural and proper order of things”
is * divinely appointed”? It is easy to
assert it, but as we have questioned it,
and denied that the Bible has appointed
the order by an express command, as the
only ground on which a rite can rest, the
burden of proof remains with him,
Our author invites “ special attention”
to the * following as our position, viz.,
that « There is no gospel order of things
making baptism antecedent, in proper
practice, to church joining

and

the Sup-

per.” We admitted the opposite in our
last article, und yet this is in quotation
marks, as if it were our language, and
the reader will so understand it.
But it
is not, neither is it our sentiment, nor
have we seen the sentiment expressed by free communionists.
This is a
greater perversion than the other; and as
far as we are concerned, to say the least,
itis unfair. If he quoted it somewhere else,

he should have given its author.

Ifit is

his own statement, he should not have enclosed it, as itis calculated to deceive.

May we not then properly infer that it
is a “ man of straw” raised for the purpose of making our theory ridiculous, or
of leading 10 absurd results, because

our

true Bible theory is impregnable?
So it
seems. But with the negative taken out
of the proposition, what becomes of the
six absurd propositions which he makes
follow
? But some of them are not so ab-

surd after all, whenwe come to analyze
thems

The brother knows as well as we

do that baptism does not effect, ¢. e., make

or produce in any

way,

a church mem-

ber, the Eucharist, a pastor or a deacon.
As we have said, the member of a local

church is made by a vote, the Eucharist
is the Lord's gift to all his children, the
minister is called of God, set apart. to his
-work, in due form, and, with

the deacon,

is appointed to his office in the church.
We do not expect this to take place be-

fore he is a Christian and has given evidence of his faith by obedience to the ordinances and precepts of the gospel.
Now if baptism supposes, implies or effects all these, they are simply correlatives

as cause and effect, or they are as one
thing implying another, co-existing.
The sixth proposition is also true.
A
Pedo-baptist “church may be complete,
and the Lord's Supper, the ministry, each
and every act of church life be conducted
in full and proper order,” without immersion, or else a majority of churches, ministers and communions are vitiated or
rendered spurious.
This is practically
the case without any apparent vitiation,
and none but close communionists will
deny it.
;
It would not be difficult to find denominations and text-books on theology to

support these. ‘The difficulty would be
to find those which do not, however strengly the author may affirm that.
They
are the legitimate conclusions from the
(illegitimate) proposition at the head.”
[To be continued. ]
:
+
ror

love and carry the burden of their lives
among those who take no special interest in them. No wonder they often get
homesick, and
+ Long for the touch of a vanished hand,

dren hold her in such fond attachment!
But it is not of those that we write now.
We call up that larger list of persons
whose names are on the church rolls,
who have slipped away never imagining
that they would be missed. Perhaps they
intended when they moved out of town to
sever their connection with the denomi-

nation to which they belong.

F, E. DAVISON.

There are three ways of leaving a
church. One of these is, to die. Another
is,to be turned out.
Another is, to take
a letter of dismissal from the church to
some other.
These three wags are in

‘When we

Again,

‘ The commun-

moved away to give up church connections altogether. They have had considerable responsibility, have had to carry
some burdens,

or,

perhaps,

have

been

slighted in the distribution of the ecclesiastical “loaves and fishes,” their long
and valuable services have been overlooked in the election of officers, and
they say, * Well, I guess we will not give
another church the chance to consider us
of such small consequence.” And so in
their new home, they get their spiritual
pabulum, as the country school-ma'am
gets her daily bread, by ‘boarding
round.” One week, they take the hard,
uncomfortable, out-of-the-way, free seat in

Dr. Silvertongue's church ; the next, they
listen to the Son of Thunder who preaches
on the opposite corner. One Sunday they
are deluged with a discourse on baptism
in a Regular Baptist church. The lasttime
they attended service they were distinctly
taught shat the words eternal, everlasting, and words of like nature, ought to be
expurgated from the Bible, in the interests of truth, for eternal punishment is
not endless. To-day, they hear a preach-

ion has no retrospective reference to baptism, nor is baptism an anticipation of
communion. Enjoinedst different times

and

appointed

for

different purposes,

they are capable, without the least inconvenience, of being ‘comtemplated apart;

and on no occasion are they mentioned
in such a connexion as to imply, much less,

they were converted there,

there they re-

ceived their first instruction in
living, were baptized, add took
communion,
It seems to them
is no place on earth so dear as

Christian
their first
that there
that spot

where first they felt their sins forgiven.
As the banished monarch in the long ago,

assent, that the one is enjoined with a turned his eyes toward the east, and
The fact is they are cried out with plantive voice, * How amiindependent rites based on independent "able are thy tabernacles, O Lord of
view to the other.”

communds,

and their

relation

to each

other could not be discovered by reason,

any more than the rites themselves.

Ev.

ery Christian is under ‘obligation to attend to both, and the neglect of one does
not excuse from the

other,

or

disqualify

him for it, so that in. those churches
where baptism proper is not administer-

Hosts, My soul longeth, yea, even fainteth for the courts of the Lord,” so these
wanderers from the church of their affection, feel that a day in those old
‘courts is better than a thousand.” God

bless the absent members of all the
churches whose love for their old home

causes them like dutiful

children

the Arabs, and silently stolen away,

Friend, do
you belong to this last class?
Let us give you a word of advice. Lay
down this paper before you read another
article, and write a letter full of tenderness, of love, of sympathy to the old
church. You have no idea how that word

from you will enliven the next Covenant

meeting.

Do more.

the church

Go next Sunday to

whose denominational

name

you bear, introduce yourself to the breth- _
ren, and cheer their hearts with the tidings that you propose to take hold and
help them in the

future.

Or, if you have

fully decided that you will have nothing
more to do with the denomination of

tramp any longer.

you,

about

look

choice,

early

choose a home somewhere,
dismissal, and settle down.

send for a
Don't be a

* Either change your

name, or learn to honor it.”

CHURCH
BY

REV,

DISOIPLINE.
D. WATERMAN,

II.
In a previous article,

vate character, such as profanity,

esty,

intemperance,

dishon-

licentiousness,

and

murder. These should be dealt with according to the facts and attending circumstances of each case.
fense, it may

be

forgiven

If but one
on

of-

confession

and promised reform, but not without
conclusive evidence of repentance. If it
be public, it iv easily managed ; if done in
secret, more difficult to get at the facts.
If continuous, or repeated for months or
years, it is more aggravated and requires
more discrimination.
In the 5th chapter
of first Corinthians, Paul takes up a case
of a continuous character. He says, “It
is reported commonly, that there is fornication among you.... And ye
are
puffed up, and have not rather mourned,
that be that hath done this deed might
be taken away from among you." He
then says, 1 have judged already as
though I were present, what I would do.
‘To deliver such a one unte satan, for
the destraction of the flesh, that the spirit

may be saved in the day of the Lord Je-

sus.”

;

This is generally understood to be exer who declares that there is a hell, and
clusion from the church. Some think
| the punishment
is. endless; —and—whe-|
| that he had power to inflict bodily diseaspreaches as if he were glad of it. And
es, for the sinner’s good. This he would
thus they rove, from pillar to post, from
do, as the best means to bring the sinner
one house of worship to another, going
to repentance, and secure the salvation of
up and down in the earth, seeking rest
the spirit. He then proceeds to urge
and finding none. What shali we say of
them to this work, by a consideration of
such? By what name shall they be callthe effect upon the church. *‘ Know ye
ed? In the common world of every day
not that a little leaven leaveneth the
life, when persons take to the foot, bewhole lump.” Don't you know that the
come rovers, have no visible means of
support, make themselves at home wher- influence of sin unrebuked, is like leaven,
ever they happen to be when night over- that it will affect the whole church, imtakes them, are consumers

but

not

pro-

ducers, there is one word of six letters
that
is applied to them. We call them

“tramps!”

There

are

certain

things

about a full-fledged tramp that enables
us to identify him almost anywhere.
So there are ushers in almost all the
large city churches who can point out to
you the tramps at any service,if you will
take the troubleto ask them. We suppose many denominations have lost wellbegun churches in important places, because the men and women bearing the

denominational name, aod holding mem-

bership in its ranks, rather than support
a weak interest, have abandoned their allegiance and hecome religious tramps, in
other churches appropriating that which
honest people are obliged to pay for.
Alexander the Great had a soldier in his
army who bore his own name, but was a

change your name, or learn to honor it.”
Would that this significant exclamation
might reach all those who are on the
fence

as:

to

the

matter

themselves with the people
choice.

Does

of

identifying

of their first

church-membership

mean

constant operation.
But there are, unfortunately, some people who do not see the importance of law

break up old associations by.asking to be
transferred to another church. Perhaps

are not dead have folded their tents like

I endeavored to
get settled in our new home,” they said, give the teaching of
Christ, touching the
*t we ‘will go to a better church than we forgiveness of personal
injuries. Let me
have been in the habit of attending.” And here remark, there
are some personal inso the Church of Heavenly Rest is visited, Juries that require
reparation, as well as
and is declared to be perfectly adapted to confession.
This the church should altheir spiritual condition, and they hire a ways require,
if the transgressor is able
pew at fifty dollars a year, and are hap- to make it.
py. Or perhaps they intended when they
There are sins that are not of any pri-

anything? Are there mutual obligations
arising from connection with the visible
church? If we do owe anything to each
other, how happens it that you have lived
and order, who have added a fourth to the
where you do now, ten or twenty years,
methods of exit, which has wrought a
and yet pever in all that time have sent
not established any arrangement. If ‘it great deal of harm and confusion. These one word to the church which
has your
had done so, as it has made circumcision people quietly slip away without saying name upon its roll?
This disloyalty of
indispensable to the passover, we could much about it, neglect to take letters of yours has made great
confusion everynot deviate from it. It is in the want of dismissal, and in a short time disappear
where. For multitudes do just what you
a positive command, that we have this from the remembrance of those they leave . are doing, and so all the
churches are
We
suppose they take this carrying
liberty. Hall says, That in no part of behind.
along a great army of non-resiScripture, is it (baptism) calculated as a course for several reasons. Some of dent members, unable to say
whether
preparative to the Lord’s Supper, and them value their membership in the old they are dead or alive. How
often, when
that this view of it is a mere fiction of the church so highly that they dislike to a request comes for a letter
of dismissal,

imagination.”

still carried along, and many others who

your

And the seund of a voice that is still.”

Thrice blessed is that church whose chil-

great coward.
The emperor, enraged at
his conduct, cried out to him, * Either

‘LEAVING THE OHUROH.
BY REV.

ers, are obliged to leave the church they

\

we have to search the records for a score

of years back to find even the name of
the applicant, and when it is found we
can not recommend a person who has become a stranger to us all. We have ourselves received letters from pastors read-

ing thus: ‘+The person about whom you
inquire, has been absent from here twenty years, The records show that he unit-

ed with the church during the pustorate
of Rev.——,and all we

can say is, there

are no charges against him on the clerk's
book.

You probably

know

more

about

him than we do, as you say he has lived

in your town a few weeks.” We report
that churches number so many hundreds,

but the statistics give no idea of their real
strength ; because many are dead, the re-

parting to it its own nature.

That it will

corrupt the whole body. Therefore (for
this reason) * put away that wicked person from among you.” There was a
crime that confession could not atone for.
The wicked person must he excluded for

his own benefit, and 10 keep the church
pure. But it may be asked can the trans-

gressor never be restored?

Certainly he

can be, if he repents, and his subsequent
life gives evidence of his sincerity and re-

form. Abouta year after, Paul writes
his second epistle to the Corinthians, al-

luding, as is genscrally believed, to this
excluded brother, and says, * Sufficientto
such a man is the punishment which was
inflicted of many, so that contrariwise

ye

ought rather to forgive him, and comfort
him, lest such a one should be swallowed
up of overmuch sorrow.”” We learn from

this, that a continuous course of licenwith-

tiousness ought not to be forgiven,

out the evidence of repentance and a subsequent life of virtue. That that wicked
person should be excluded,

and

to church fellowship, only

when

has shown genuine sorrow
tion.

and

restored
his

life

reforma-

TIT ein

HUMILITY—PRIDE,
BY REV. A, H. MORRELL,

A distinguished Christian writer has
said, * Humility is a disposition to be valued for what one is really worth.”
* Pride is a disposition to be over-estimated.” And may it not truthfully be
added, that there is a humility that covets

commendation ; or has its origin in some
form of self-interest; or in pride of heart
itself ;—the latter pleading inability, for
the purpose of ignoring responsibility
and real duty? Of course, such a state of
mind is positively hypocritical and sinful.
It is a false pretense for ‘the neglect of

what one ought to do. With whatever
gifts or powers one is endowed, gospel
humility requires that they all should be
counted for just their true number, and
estimated according to their real value;
and that they be used to the fullest extent
of their legitimate and rational exercise
in the service of God and humanity.
eo.

You will confer the greatest

on

your city, not by raising its roofs,
by
exalting its douls. For it, is better that
great souls should live in small habita-

tions than that abject slaves should burrow in great houses,

;

We can not skip the seasons of our education, ‘We can not hasten the ripeness

and the sweetness by « single day, nor

port of which event has never come back dispense with one night's nipping frost,
nor one week’s blighting east wind.—Z"
to re- | to the church, so that their names
ar { W. Robertson.
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sprinkling. It is a question of no small
moment to the peace and unity of the

BY REV, J. 0. STEELE.

11,

Rey. Amos

church whether the church has the right

:

claimed by Stanley, © Whitby,
Calvin, Wetham, and the great

"The Congregationalists are still more

P, Marmon

Marmon Valley,

Baxter,
host of

the children, liviag in Wis., were not
able to attend his funeral with the rest.

was born in

O., Aug.
4, 1826,

The services were attended by Rev.

and

H.

.

The ordinances as delivered have four

[‘*’As to the ques-

ordained, 1. é. disciple, (baptize,not trans-

cisive. . . . It is a point on which ancient,
niedieval and modern historians alike,
Protestant,

Lutheran

and

lated) eat and drink.

vinist have no controversy. . . . But
while immersion was the universal cusly allowed and defendedin cases

cessity such ag sickuess.®

something else?

free-

of ne-

The Wesley-

practice

of immersion.

He

the whole question.
suppose the word

It is impossible
can, in that

says, Notes

to

command,

the Episcopal church admit, and the great

merely to

a divine

command.

Surely,

(To be continued.)

thus it becometh all his followers to fulfill
all righteousness.” Methodist dsiputants
often make wild and random statements

but we

believe

the

real

learning

and

scholarship of English and American
. Methodism base sprinkling upon the
same ground (i. e.), the right of the

supply, to divine acceptance, we

humbly

believe, and to the comfort of the

church

nature

his words

touched

many

honor

and

tempted

Upon baptism a defense

and

failed.

was

miss his
words of
meetings
made it

assembling of the church as the manner
of some is.. We expected to see Bro.
Marmon there, and he was there when
health and strength‘ were granted. The
latter part of the Summer and through

Influénces

querulousness, and at last the health

at-

were

comes

undermined,

and

the

life

that

as

a

loving

husband

and

father,

ers were unanimous that immersion was
upostolie and primitive baptism,
bi
sprinkling and pouring were

necessity. But few of them, howoW

| entioned sin), by nervous, peevish comings, so fret and exasperate ‘the
trofig, hale nature of the husband, that

i pes ¢ a love he once felt for the blooming,

garded immersion so important ‘a8

to in- gob jted
maiden ceases longer Lo convalidate a baptism by sprinkling,
$f front|' trol his actions. The suffering wife knows
State or church reasons, from supposed stl bharms of health and youth are gone, but
necessity, or from any difficulty, immer- this thought is the bitterest dreg in her cup

sion could not be practiced. Dr. Towerson, of the Episcopal church, voices the
general feeling: *¢The lawfulness of any
other baptism than by immersion will be

found to lie in the necessity there may be

of misery—she has expended all her vital
energies to make Ais house tidy, the food
on his table palatable, the clothing of Ais

children

unexceptionable,

and

now

he

despises her for her infirmities, and seeks

sometimes of another manner of adminis. other society than hers for his enjoyment.
tering it.”
! Neglect is cruel to the loyal heart; yet
If we inquire whenge came this general it is simply impossible for man, with his
agreement among the reformed churches healthful out door employment, to underthat the ancient mode may be laid aside stand the misery attendant on the overfor the above reasons, ior for any cause taxing of nerve and brain, by the thouwhatsoever, it will be found, in that casu- sand and one daily duties of the careful
istry which grew up from the perver- housewife, and hence he considers the
sions of Antichrist, who * changes time's weary sigh and clouded brow evidences
customs and laws.”
of ill temper, and mistakes the physical
Roman Catholicism itself is based upon lack of vitality for sullenness. Men nevthis perverting spirit. . Bishop Bossuet, of er love (neither do women or children)
Paris, says, *‘‘ We read not in Scripture what is unamiable and unlovely, and wives
that baptism was otherwise administered should never become that, by being cum(than by immersion) ; and we are able to bered with over-rauch serving. If men

dé not know and women do, how the con-

make it appear by the acts of Councils;
/ ‘ministered through the whole
as far possible.”

church ‘as

Dr. R. Wetham (R. C.)

says, ‘* The church which can nut change.

the least article of the Chistian faith is
not 80 tied up in matters of dicipline and

ceremonies; Not only the Catholic church
but also the

pretended reform

churches

out door air,

should

never: be: omitted,

allow
of uptismby pouring of sprinkling
water on the person baptized.” ..Ano. on

N. TF. Matt. 8: 6. This commentary is
endorsed by Pope Pius IX;Cardinal Wiseman, Cardinal Berlini‘and all the Catholic

‘Lyme, Oct., 1879:

|

vol 10 00

on

Catholic as well as the reformed churches

‘ug

horse.

have the right to change immersion

to
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He was the.sub-

ject of a Christian . mother's . care, who
took him into her closet and there prayed
and sang with him until his mind became
so impressed with these
prayers and
hymns, as to be often mentioned by him
in the last years of his stay upon earth.
He was called to part with his dear mother av the age of twelve

years.

His

early

life was one of hardships and privations,
as was not uncommon
in that time and
country, sharing with his father the labors
of milling,

and

lumbering

afterward

as

turn.

and

and

sailor

Rev.

Jonas

Parmenter

became

for other lost souls:” “Although

rticulgrs

anxions

his advan-

tages for an education bad been very limited, he went out to preach the Word of

address

gee and

of

Livington Co's. with many

none

is now in feeble hedith.
ed to FreedomiN.
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mov-
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Editor.

upon

us,

good-fellowship

among

those interested, andsthat thus the society
is strengthened, outSiders are
attracted

and may be led to become permanent attendants upon and supporters ofthe meeting, and so perhaps may even be converted and become members of the church.
It is also claimed that a great many people will attend the fair and spend money
freely who do not usually attend the
meeting of the society, or contribute in
any way directly to sustain toe preaching
of the Gospel, and that, if they did not
patronize the church fair, they would,
very likely, spend both time and money
in a worse way.
These are, so far as we have heard,

most common arguments used

Massachusetts,

are

two

hundred

of the next and subsequent

ones? We are almost appalled in view
of the fearful tide of corruption swelling
and rolling over the land. Crime fearfully abounds, the journals are constantly

the

spreading out the disgusting details.
The South is far from having recovered
from its semi-barbarism ; large portions
of the West are little better, and what can
be said even of Puritan New England?

to justify

the institution, if it may be dignified by
that name.
On the other hand, it may be

. fairly and truthfully said that, as a rule,

most of the work done for, and most of

This is not said for

the money spent in, the fair, is by those
who do the most through the regular
. channels of church work, many

there

and thirty-five thousand young men unconverted. There are then in the United
States several millions of youth without
the hope of the Gospel. In a very few
years the moral destiny of this great multitude will be decided. Generation succeeds generation so rapidly, what will be
the character

disparagement.

The moral condition of this country is no
worse surely than that of Great Britain,
and these two nations stand highest in
the scale of civilization and religion.

of whom

have already done their full share inthose
ways. What they do for and through the
fair is so much more, done for the sake

With all the drawbacks and discouragements truth is still gaining ground in
Christendom, snd spreading rapidly over

and in the hope éf'drawing out something

from those who would not otherwise contribute anything.
It is often said by persons who have had

Asia, Africa and the

islands

of the

sea.

The Christianity rising there must be aflarge experience in these matters, that if fected by the nations from whom the misthose who usually do the most in getting sionaries are sent. God forbid that the
up the fair would give the actual cash dark continents when Christianized shall
a type that they will need revalue of what they furnish and the | be of such
money they spend at the fair, the society converting ; or that England and Ameriwould be about as well off, and, if we add

ca

Africa and Asia are raising the

standard

ed, at half-price, even, it is doubtless true.
As a rule, most of the money received on

of the cross.
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to this sum the value of the labor expend-
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relapse

into

skepticism,

while

The Gospel of Christ is the hope of the
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such occasionsis from the members of world. Education is essential; but
the society; what comes im from others | | sufficient, The Temperance Reform

would not pay for one-half of the work
done. From some experience and considerable inquiry, we are compelled to.
conclude that, whatever may be the apparent gains, as a financial measure
church fairs are not usually economical or
really profitable.
Now what is the effect of a church fair
upon the spiritual interests and general
religious prosperity of a society and congregation? At the very best it absorbs
the time and thought of the leading members, those who ought to be and would be
the

most

for

u month or.

active

in

religious

two

before

work,

it takes

place, and leaves them exhausted and un-

fit for work for a long time after. During all this time their attention has béen

not
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pervaded by the Holy Spirit.
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chance, “is

u

gambling

transaction.

are utterly

The
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councilors,

not

depend on himself alone.
SE rere
DEATH OF REV. JEREMIAH PHILLIPS.
Our readers have been kept informed
of the failing health of our senior missionary from time to time, and will remember

that the last information published was
not of a character to inspire
continuance on the shores
His death occurred at about
on the evening of Tuesday,
only word accompanying

hope ofa long
of mortality.
nine o'clock
Dec. 9. The
the sad an-

nouncement is that,

death

‘¢ His

was

a

grand close to his heroic life,” and we are
| not surprised that it should be so. Our
letters from him have been filled, for
months past, with the spirit of’ resignation to God's will, and an unfailing trust
in Him who has been our brother's friend,

guide, protector and sure support in
many a time of trial, many an hour of
fierce conflict with the powers of darkness
and idolatry, and in many a scene of deep
affliction. To the last there glowed in his
soul an unquenchable desire to strike yet
one more blow for the cause to which he
had consecrated his life. * Plans for
future work,” he said in the last note

we

received from him, ‘occupy my mind
continually.” Unwillingly he laid down
the weapons of his warfare. But the insidious and relentless foe that had,

for

a

long time, been sapping the citadel of life
has at last conquered, and our

dead,

brother

is

A good man's work on earth is ended,
but there remains the luster of a spotless
life, the inspiration of a hercic devetion
to the highest and holiest purposes, and
the strong assurance of the gospel that,
* though a man die he shall live again.”
We rejoice that our brother lived to see
80 many of his children at work in the
field where he had toiled for so long a
time; and that after his return to this
country, all his children in America had
been with him.
We can only make this brief note now,

faithful.

:

The form is comparatively unessential,
provided there be the spirit and power.
Would that the whole nominal church

for whom many will mourn
read these lines.
To any

subscriber who wishes

a present of the ‘“ The

Morning

as they

make

Star”

to

a friend, we will furnish a second copy at
$1.60.
| hand.

The

season

of gift-making
What more appropriate gift

is at
than

som
daughter can send it to the old home.

OURRENT

or

Christian Associations and dll others en-

gaged in winning souls to Christ. They
are helpers of God and of his church.
Let all work as they can to the best advantage. The cause is ope, and all will
eventually mingle in heaven and ere long
more and more on earth.
Ah

REASONING TOGETHER.
To reason up or reason down any
cause, endeavor, theory, or course of life
has

ever

been

the

high

amusement

of

mankind. It has, however, not often been
styled an amusement.
Quiet lives have

been disturbed by undue though ; through

its subtle action the mind becomes

- blind,

un- | it is for the glory of God and the good of

TOPICS.

of people

to be
_ over-righteous, In the General Laws of neficent—it is a . reasoning together.
. Néw Hampshire (1878), Chap, 272, Sect. ¢* Come now, and let us reason together,
e find the following :
4% 8aith the Lord.” Men have tried to reason themselves out of sin and they have
ottery, or shall failed ; they have tried to reason them-

ic

yl I

Courier naively says:

¢ They who

have

reason themselves into a system of belief,
and when after much labor they think the
task accomplished they find themselves
"possessed of the husks of doctrine **whence

the ancient, life hath fled.”

What they

‘need i8'not self-reasoning but 4 reasoning:
ba

soning Waslpor.
together
a sogsontn

uecommarily:

necessarily

im-

plies dnother party. And what can be
plainer than that that other party should

| be the Lord when we

would

make

our

case are that its delegates went to the
Missouri Association simply to co-operate
in the missionary work of that body,
without any authority from the church or
statement concerning

to make any

the difference

be-

tween the St. Louis Association and their

church ; that the delegates, or missionary
messengers,

were

refused

admission

simply

distinct.

that set of new

that

labor

and

The

If the Oneonta church
a large

field

for userulness would open before them,

Let us all pray that God may send them
The -8ociety at W.

Oneonta has taken an added interest since

somewhere to the effect that that kind of
ballots had actually been cast in’ the
South.

he himself, or any human power

is the origin-

Insight

and

into the high latitude of truths

laws is not of earthly origin; friendship

and

love

are

not

of the

earth ‘earthy;

the

in man, is nothing except

it be a

revelation of the eternal and immortal.

Denominational Hetos,
Myrtle Hall,

more than thirty-nine thousand acres, the

We are thankful to be able to announce
that the furnitare for the * Mollie” room is

If every Southern State could show ss

There! are many ' churches that consider
themselves weak and small. Among the

ator of the best good which comes to him in White Mountains where
life?

est - quality

total quantity of land now owned by them
in Georgia being upwards of three hundred and forty-one thousand of acres,
which is not much less than an acre
apiece for every man, woman and child
of the whole Negro population.

O00
ro

That Little Church,

An abounding proof of a Supreme

sweetsof genuine benevolence are the fruits of
unseen beneficence, and hope itself’the divin.

——THE Christian Index, of Georgia,
presents the following encouraging news
from official sources :
The official records in the ComptrollerGeneral's office show that during the past
year the Negroes of Georgia have increased their landed estate to the amount of

J. H. Durkgg, Cor, See.

seriousness

two thoughts are

Power is seen in this very ' distinction.
Who
has the presumption to deliberately claim that

promised.
er parties

Furthermore, that some othhave inquired, ** What wilt

thou

me

have

to

do?”

And

all this

is

good a record as that, and then if the Ne-

comforting indeed.

would not be any occasion for a ** Negro
:
exodus.”

seemed almost obliged to expend in the
basement, foe cooking and washing conveniences (that is, in part to furnish
rooms for such purposes), leaving our

——A PARAGRAPH in an article in the
American Missionary on the Mendi Coun-

Agent, Rev. N. C. Brackett, mipus

try in

that sum, which he now need
to spay -the
bills remaining on the plastering, ete.

Africa,

where

the

Association

is

prosecuting a great work, reveals a terrible condition of the natives. The writer
says:
:
The worst phase of their condition is
exhibited in the practice of offering human sacrifices.
We are told that when
the king visits the barial-place of his ancestors he offers a human sacrifice on ap-

to

thirty

persons

are

slaughtered

to even justify the Georgia Index in saying that ** It would not astonish us to see

Dr. Boyd join the Unitarians, nor to see

him become a free thinker or an infidel ;”

and adds:

* Wha
wetnow fear is that |

hundred

dollars,—perhaps

less.

each.

Well,

so

let

it

of
be.

Here is a * specific work.”

It is

quite certain this will be done, because it
is necessary. « If necessary, God will favor it and the hearts of those who ask for
work will bound with gladness for the
opportunity to do it.
Again. The Gerrit Smith room, paid
for by Harper's Ferry Quarterly Meeting,
is not yet promised i's furniture,—or

per-

sons would number 4,080 souls. At the
‘funeral festivities of Kokofu more than

200 human beings were sacrificed, the
king beheading
several with his own

one

Now, suppose we divide it into shares

prise?

necessary to send a considerable retinue
after them to the other world. For this
reason a ceremony called a ‘ death-wake”
was instituted, at which, for each Coomassie chief, 30 of their people were killed.
If an equal retinue was assigned for chiefs
the

Second, the building requires a cistern

Then, where are the ten persons, or societies, who will take stock in this enteér-

cording to the belief of the people it was

in other localities,

about

of some five hundred barrels’ capacity ; to
supply water for all kitchen purposes,
und as a protection against fire. - This can
be made of bricks and cemented for about

ten dollars

slaughtered.
. . . , . During the
Ashantee war 136 chiefs were slain. Ac-

hand. On the death of a prince many of
the Association by the ‘Committee of en- his wives are slain, and if the number he
ssessed is not deemed sufficient, the
rollment, that the Association admitted
ing adds a selection of
girls, who are
them by a close vote, but that the mespainted white and hung with golden orsengers withdrew in the fifiterests of naments. These sit about the coffin for
peace, some of them returning home. days, but are finally doomed to the grave
Subsequently the remaining messengers as attendants for the departed. The
given b
on their own responsibility signed a state- apology for such practices is
ment, which was not meant to be con- the king of Dahomey ‘in the following
language:
‘If I were to give up this
demnatory of the church or pastor, but custom at once, my head would be taken
simply to affirm that the church meant to off to-morrow. These things can not be
adhere to Baptist principles. Referring stopped, as one might suppose. By and
to this case Rev. Dr. Winkler says in the by, little by little, much may be done.
Softly, softly; not by threats. You see
Alabama Baptist :
how I am placed.” A missionary of much
The great trouble, however, as we are experience on the coast tells us: ¢ The
informed by private advices of the highest
ractice of offering human sacrifices is
authority, lies in the avowed design of the
Sie on a purely religious basis, depastor to erect ‘‘ a metropolitan church.” signed as a raanifestation of piety, sancIn the pursuit of this ambitious project, tioned by long usages, upheld by a pow- |
Dr: Boyd no sooner gets ‘out of one diffi- erful priesthood, and believed to be essenculty than he is betrayed into another. tialto the very existence of the tribes
On the next Sunday night, after the ad- where it exists.”
justment which restored harmony
beBut it is hoped that the Gospel has
tween the church and the Association,
Dr. Boyd called upon Dr. Eliot, the 1/ni- taken a permanent hold in this pagan
tarian minister, to offer prayer,—and in country. There are already twenty-three
his discourse, is reported” as having central missionary stations in the Mendi
spoken to the following effect: ‘These
Baptists want me to preach you two or ‘country, each with its out-stations, ‘and
three dogmas from two or ‘three texts, are all sowing the precious seed.
and to tell you, yon will be damned if
you don’t believe them.” Then he paused

$20,00 with which to purchase it.
bids for that?

?

Now, ifwe

down

here

did

Who

Israel's

river. flows

into the smiling Connecticut is our centennial
church, In 1876,a church was organized by
Rev. O. Roys, who was mainly instrumental
in its gathering, and several were baptized by
bim, making in all eighteen members. In that

year the writer entered upon his first pastorate

with that church. For a year he and the
church struggled bravely on by being aided
from without, but at the end of the year it was
concluded to sever the relutions of pastor and
people on account of the financial inability of
the church to support a minister. Among
those who aided during that most trying year
for the young pastor was Rev. F. L. Wiley and
members of his church in Whitefield, Mr,

Russell,of Lowell Y. M. C. A., and members

of the Q. M.

Many friends

of the pastor

be-

longing to other churches generously helped,
and hopefully, prayerfully, esrnestly he work-

ed on through the year.

Since then the Lancas-

to

our

readers.

that so many

But,

we

are

desire this

Providence, R. I.,raised, with the pledges

previously given, $3,000, the amount ‘of
its indebtedness. Let all of our churches
do likewise. = March 22, 1880, we shall
celebrate our semi-centennial
free from

be-

with fore long, tou, when two-thirds of the

‘having

wegkest, which has

church

been generously donated by friends.
The
mission cards were distributed and collections
taken, snd this church which Is one of the
no

miaister;

no

building of any kind, and which worsh ips in
the. Town Hall by permission from the town
obtained by,vote of the inhabitants, has given
more than many unother church

far

wealthier

for bemevolent and mission causes. Though

deprived of hearing the gospel from their own
brethren, they give freely that
others may
hear.
Death has taken the Deacon, and recently Sister Bonett of the chureh, and little
Mabel of the Sabbath-school were called away
to be with Jesus. And still the little band
closes up its ranks and goes forward in the
Lord’s cause. * Shall other churches call them-

selves weak and small in view of such faith
and trust and work? We are not weak. Asa
denomination we can do all things through

Christ who strengtheneth us, How can the
hear unless they
have a preacher? Who will
herald the cross among the White Hills, and

** strengthen the things that rendain”? The da

is drawing near when we shall need a rh
in the shire town of Coos County. * Fear not
flock ; It is your Father's good pleasure to

the kingdom.”

a L. M.

Pine Etreet Ohurch, Lewiston.
within its

history,

EF church has sent out a colony.

the

Main

Street

The result of

the first was the Court Street church, Auburn;

thankful

information,

of the second, the Pine Street

ton.

church,

Lewis-

The latter division took place because

that they may decide wisely in’ regard to the congregation could grow no larger in its
.present house of worship, influenced slightly
the division of their donationsto the
by the fact that some of the members lived in

cause of God and humanity.
not add
a fresh drop

Would

of pleasure

satisfaction of New Year's

Day,

it a part of the city somewhat remote from ‘the

to the
1880,

if

all the shares for that cistern were paid
or pledged, and the Gerrit Smith room

provided for, before that time?

©

A. H. MORRELL,

Nov. 5, 1879.
*"+o6

Central Association Notes,

meeting-house, Their number, however, was
too small to form an organization by thémselves, and it was after much consultation that
a sufficient number decided to join with them.

At length, on the 3d of Jan., 1869, a council, consisting of Revs, O. B. Cheney, J. A.
Lowell, B. F. Hayes, and A. H. Heath, organ-

ized with fifty-five members,

the second

Baptist church of Lewiston.

For about a year

after this, the new church

Rev. J. W. Hills has been spending
some time among the churches in Somerset and Bradford Counties in Pa. He reports our interests low: in that section
owing
to a waut of ministers. Bro. H..
was present und assisted in the ordination
of

Free

worshiped in what

was then known as Lisbon Hall, now Temper-

ance Hall.

At the expiration

a

time

of that

church edifice at the corner of Fine and Blake
streets was ready for occupation.
It was

built of wood, of convenient size and neat ap-

pearance, at a:cost of $13,000,
of lot.

.

Immediately

price

including

[1]

on the organization

of the

church, Rev. J. 8, Burgess assumed the pasand he continued pastor for seven
:| able experience as a teacher and ‘enters torate,
years. - Mr, Burgess was a minister that did
‘| upon his ‘work with ' good : prospects * of not confine his Christian labors to the pulpit,
SUCCESS,
|: cu
:| nor within narrow church limits; he was emThe Dec. session of the Otsego (N. Y.) phatically a citizen pastor.

Q. M. bas just closed at W. Davenport.

Notwithstanding bad going and rain there
was a, good ‘attendance. The: Woman's

debt.” Thatis a good centennial boom.’
Missionary meeting on Saturday evening,
Give us more of them. .
| was well
attended, even in a pelting rain,

when the time expires, ifthe subscription
is not renewed.
J
:

Sabbath-school has been kept in running order,

~bo
and oks
papers-and “singing books

roe

Bro. N. J. Shirey, of the' Jacob's
PREPARING FOR OUR CENTENNIAL. ‘A Greek
church. «Bro. 8. has had considercorrespondent writés: ‘ Monday ‘even-

ing, Dec. 8, the Roger Williams ‘church,

reading to the congregation, and always have they
maintained
weekly
and Sabbath
evening
prayer-meetings.
Rev. Bro..Minard, while at
Littleton, did them good service which will
always be remembered with gratitude.
The

fou

not™&n

that many far away delight to hel
this school and mission work, w
spread out such items requiring
as we do, with reluctance ; as if 98
we were giving more pain than ples

-| and wag made interesting by the ladiesin
New SusscriBers. ‘We: would again. charge. Many were surpris
edat the efwith which it hasno sympathy.” But we, express out thanks to the working friends , ficiency of the sisters in this work so :redo not learn that the church (Dr.
Boyd's) of the' Star in forwarding ‘the ‘names ‘of «cently taken. up.by them. . The reports
new from the auxiliary. societies were cheerany action in the fatter, ‘new ‘gabseribers. Five huhdred
has yet taken
which is certainly so much in its
br's, Battie Have been received since" ‘our last ing. One of these in a church of about a
on’ t'the’ Stbject, three ‘Weeks ago. dozen members, had raised since last sesfavor,”
; if
Nd
| We ‘are now priutibg
more ¢ ati a thou- sion a nice little sin ‘of money for mis~—Dr. HOLLAND remarks in the current sand more’ copies than we did three “Bions and had secureda club of five
subBoribner that ‘* one of the great reasons months ago, but a large proportion ‘of scribers to the
Helper. Another in a
for the lackof popular attraction to the this number take the Siar on trial, and small church had raised
in the same time
pulpit in ‘the fact that brains’ enough’ we" hope that they will like it well over two dollars for missions, aud had a
are not put into the sermons.” We heard enough to order its continuance. We fair prospect of a. club for the. Helper.
it remarked the other day, as coming shall take no advantage of their trial sub- The newly organized society at Oneonta,
directly from one of the older ministers scription,
but “discontinue promptly, owing to severe sickness of the President,

lives one with truth and righteousness?
But on a lower plamen
are
ne
made for of the State, that the time is coming,

reasoning together, and not

It is time to be formulating
resolutions for the new year.

work earnestly.

could only secure a pastor,
the man they need.

NOTES.

produce the best good.

It seems as though we had seen evidence

,.80d
selves outof bad habits and their success the church wii} indorse its del
was but for a season ; they have tried to thus reinstate itself into & denomination

an i

BRIEF

that is not saying

seen tissue ballots say that ten or twenty
can be folded in an ordinary ballot without making it look suspiciously thick.’

in this manner ‘some

man that that object should be realized and facetiously
added: ‘But
you'll be
_ professing to be Christian.
; for us, forgetting the high privilege that be damned before Il do it.” The lan° Ismay be well enough, just here, to we may know at once whether it is right guage was apologized for, with tears, at a
tone up our notions on this subject by for us to seek i r not by quietly listen- subsequent prayer meeting.
If Dr. Boyd was rash enough to use
reading the estimate put upon these things: ingto conscience.
But there is a reasoning which is be- that language, he would be rash enough
by the civil law, certainly not likely
worthyof sanction by a body

Rio Grande colleges are at hand. In
each there are evidences of’ prosperity, in
:
which we greatly rejoice.

ministerial wrath at these words, and
the visit of Sister Cilley and is meeting
Have you kept
contending thut they are a libel on the
with large success. Agreeably to the
those tkat!you formed a year ago?
profession.” It is very mnch more to the
recommendation of the Central ‘Associa.
A lady in Wisconsin sends the names of four
purpose to discover the measure of truth persons to whom she wishes copies of the Star tion, to hold ; revival meeti
ngs with: the
that they contain. The great fact stands sent as Christmas presents. | Isn't this a goed churches, a committee; was appointed
to
out prominent that a very large class of exampleto imitate? P, 8, She sends cash with arrange for that purpose. :
The
tide
of
in.
te
intelligent people throughout the country her order,
terest seems. rising in the Q.' M. ‘and the
Just hear the Christian Inder talk about (brethren are
are not church-attendants, and that the
praying for a thorough reviyefforts now being made to bring them in the *“ Morning. Star, published away off in al, . The first church of. Harri
sburg, Pa.,
New Hampshire,” when we are only sixtyare comparatively ineffective.
T..H. Drake is pastor, is
five miles from the Hub of the Universe, with of which Rev
making a commendable effort to bay off
lines of railway leading directly thither.
——IN sn editoriaTentitled “A Word to two
It is you, brother Index, who are published its debt.
He
:
the Employers of Colored Labor,” the
away offin Georgia.
Liberal collections are coming in for
week before the late municipal election in
the minutes. ‘We desire to put, the minThe “ Great Dr. Dobbs” explairs in the
Charleston,S. C.,the News and Courier of
National Baptist how the Baptist denominu- utes free into every churchin
: the 'Assothat city said :
tion ia cultivating the grace of meekness by ciation, and if all have
not already reWe have no hesitation in saying that, if constantly voting addresses to such digniceived them, please notify us and they
every employer of colored people in taries as Dean Stanley,
who do nothing in rewill be immediately sent.
Charleston will constitute himself a polit- turn but “ slap them in the face.”
0
ical missionary for the next five days, deThe
time
is
again
approa
ching:
when
An
exchange speaks of a country in Texas
voting himself to those who are near to
our Q. M. sessions are to be held.
Will
him, the bulk of the colored votes will be which bas the past year expended $3,000 for
cast for the Democratic candidates and the support of churches and the gospel, $100, the brethren open the way to organize
Woman's Missionary societies at these
000 for tobacco, and $300,000 for whiskey.
give them a tremendous majority.
:
It would be a harrowing task to go into There are about 2000 church members in the gatherings?
and in one society of forty-five memThe Oswego, Otsego and Chenango Q.
the details of the manner in which the country,
a
bers} which sustained three prayer-meet
Ms. prove that these societies are the
Southern Democracy has heretofore * de- week, only one of the number paid a ings
single
means of awakening and increasing the
voted” itself to the colored people during cent for the support of the ministry!
interest not in the missions only, but in
political campaigns.
In the same issue,
Richter says that ‘‘ without. labor and serispeaking of fraud at the ballot box, the
ousness the best good of the world dies.” But. the attendance at the Q. M.

proaching theskeleton of each ome, and

——THE case of Dr. Boyd's church in St.

Men's Associations, and other bodies that expectation in themselves
have done and are doing a great and
good work. When God works, by what-

|

7 NEw catalogues of Hillsdale ‘and

preachers of the present stamp will be
driven out of the pulpits through starvation; that an abler class of young men are
now beginning to enter the ministry than
he has ever betore observed in his experience. There is no use in showing un-

mien,

to

were so imbued with the life and love of Louis is not yet disposed of, we fear. The
its mission, that it would supply all need- Independent claims that the facts in the

ful moral and spiritual force. Unfortynately this is not so: in all localities.
So we believe God has supplied other
forces—Christian
Associations,
Young

DECEMBER 17, 1879.

and shall soon give to our readers a fuller
—First.- All suasch
ter church bas obtained a supplyor, supplied
choose; can help
pay | its own pulpit, one
and more fitting tribute to the memory of | groes could be protectedin the full en- about two
hundred and forty dollars we mon of Mr. Moody, of the sisters taking a serjoyment of their rights as citizens, there
or some others, and
him

Here is the ‘a copy of a religious paper, that shall

Ali raffles, ring-cakes, guess-cakes and ‘and the heart-force perverted.
Self-justification is a great end in this
other like affairs come under this head;
grab-bags are too near the border-line to species of reasoning. A breastwork of
be tolerated ; post-offices,as usually man-- arguments and principles will deaden the
aged, are unmitigated nuisances, and quick arrows of conscience. We wish to
generally
abominable
swindles;
and attain an object. We even make ourmany other money-catching devices, if selves believe through self-reasoning that

not directly dishonest,

than all, corrects selfishness.
ruler is surrounded with wise

be a
true leaven which must pervade and en- weekly visitor
and a constant reminder
liven every moral movement, and every of the giver’s thoughtfulness
and ‘friendcommunity, before there can be the tri- ship * Parents can thus send the
paper te
umph which God has promised to the absent children,
or an absent

so largely diverted from religious matters
‘that they have lost much of the interest ever instrumentality, who shall hinder?
He will turn and overturn, from the very
they had and are slow in recovering it.
| stones he can raise up children to AbraNor is this all. Matters have come to
ham.
such a pass now-a-days, that in order
‘We bid good cheer to the Young Men's

seems to be almost neccessary to introduce into it features of questionable morality ; and as a matter of fact a great deal
of downright gambling and swindling is
practiced. Nor are these features confined to the great Roman Catholic fairs in
which they have become notorious. In
one form or another they appear in a
great many fairs held by evangelical
Protestant churches. Every transaction
in which the procuring of anything de-

ments, and begets life-motiyes, and, more

and he who would rule himself must

THE OPEN FIELD.
There is no antagonism between the
church and any true work of benevolence.
It is a narrow policy that forbids any to
labor for the Master unless they tollow
us. Jesus rebuked such a spirit in his disciples. He was bound by no conventional
rules, nor restricted by sectional lines.
His Gospel breathes the. spirit of philanthropy.. The great commission, Go ye
into all the world, and disciple all nations, extends to every one of every class
and condition who has a heart of sympathy for the straying and the lost.
Consider how vast is the work to be
done. It is ascertained that in Michigan
with about the
same
population
as

and many a pastor’s heart will be tried
by the difficulties he will encounter in the
management of them. They are usually
gotten up under the impression that a
certain desired amountof money can be
raised quicker and easier in that way than
in apy other. It is claimed that the cooperation of the members of the society in
the work of preparing for and carrying
on the fair, and the social enjoyment of
the occasion itself, tend to promote union,

and

and

>

OHURCH FAIRS.

harmony

cause,

better ways of expending the time and
energy of Christian men and women.

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

The season of church fairs is

themselves. This is the great truth shining through friendship and love. Thus
to reason together gives strength to the
discouraged, humility to the proud, comof plements the weaknesses of tempera-

There are better ways

raising money for the Lord's

A
All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittancesof money, &c., should

STAR.

many such. But it must be acknowledged that they often prove detrimental to
‘the piety and spiritual welfare of the
church, and even pecuniarily are of doubt-

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1879.
6. F. MOSHER,

MORNING

has hud but one meeting, but they are
hopeful of success and take

hold

of the

In 1876, he was succeeded by Rey. R. L.
Howard, His pastorate continued three years®
and was one of growth and prosperity. This

pastof was a’ faithful

and

successful

worker

within
his parish, and no less. public spirited

than his predecessor; during his short stay he
became widely and favorably
; known to the

citizens of Lewiston.. At the expiration of his
third year, Mr, Howard resigned, having accepted a call to the church'in Bangor,
* The society
is now fortunatein being under

the enterprising
and | prosperous ‘pastorate of
Rev. ‘A. C. Hogbin, who has been with the
church nearly a year. Mr. Hogbin has a
high ideal of pastoral lsbor, and fs, laboring
zealously to'systematize church work. During its whole career the society has been without a pastor not’ more’ than three months.
The membership

has

increased

260, the present number.

from

65 to

- The deacons

of the

church are J. B. Sawyer and John Given;

latter is'also clerk.

the

The ‘Sabbath-school, of

which the pastor is superintendent, has a
membership of 150. There is also, in connec- ~

tion with’the church,

a Woman's Missionary

Society, and a Young People’s Band.
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The Towa Yearly Meeting.
Among the resolutions passed, I append

following, as pertinerit

to the

interests and

their way, gladdened with: thoughts of these

minutes of the meeting together, with a form
of bequest to the Y. M, for the several departments of Y. M. work.
In endeavoring to comply with the forego-

successes, and hopeful

:
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The Home Mission Committee

R. A. Coars, Clerk.

sons;

also many

the

of their

grandehildren,

neighbors outside

of the family circle,
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holding of such extra meetings

Saturday in"Sept. ©

to employ an agent to act as the superintendent
Wislon
of Home
Home
Mission Work
work. ign. Missions sik. 10

portance of our Foreign Mission ‘work; insist
on a system of more enlarged and methodical

general object of inculcating he necessity of a
broader culture and more proficiency among
the ministry and those about to enter the, ministry, the more immediate care; and responsibility of the Wilton Collegiate Institute, and
will probably be identical with the society
already working under that name. Its regulations and methods are well enough understood to need no further comment.
‘With respect to the Sabbath-school committee, the conference passed the following reso
lution:
Resolved, That the committee of the Sabbath-school department encourage
among the churches, collect facts

Churches.

@uartgrly Fleefings.

'ASHTABULA
Q. M.~—Held its Oct. term with
the church at Pierpont. - It was an interesting session.

in Northwood,
Nov. 26, and spent a very pleasant evening with them.
Before bidding good

meetings are

more

and

was, setting an
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The committee on Church Building are to 2. Rev. G. W." Knapp assisted in lay work two
raise and control a building fund, to be used in days. © Bro. Charles ‘Dennis and ‘wife and
of Pike, from Thursday to Sunassisting needy churches to build houses of “Bro. Wilson,
far
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under date of Dec. 7, reports, ‘‘ Our meetings

are still going on in the yicinity¥¥ the Bethany
¥.

presented

Baptist

church

three miles

east

‘a

of this

town. The writer baptized three more last
Sabbath and ethers are to go forward next
This is a greatfield for F. B. work.
Sabbath.
Many churches could be raised up here if only

Institute safe titles to the real estate.”
The Woman's Missionary Society held its
meeting Sabbath, A. M., with Revs. T. A.
Maxson as Pres., and E. Tibbetts as Secretary.
Resolutions were adopted commending the
work, requesting every F. B. church in the
State to organize an auxiliary society, com-

we had

the ministers

zeal, his love of purity

and his sacrifice

the cause of Christ.
Next session with the Fiatt church.

to enter the field and

GENESEE Q. M.—(Mich.)—Held its list os0,
sion with the shurch at, Arblta. Tuscola
Oct. 17. The attendance was good from most
of the churches, and the season was one of pro fit, we trust, in all respects. The business of
the Q. M. did not hinder the worship of man y
devout hearts, and the zeal of the professed

followers of Jesus did not abound

wholly

in

The
Woman's
rayers and exhortations,
Moaionsty Society at their meeting held Sat.
urday night reported more money raised than before at any Quarterly report, And the next day
the church of Millington was given the sum of
$140, or nearly,—I have not the exact figures—
to aid them in the new church that they are
building. This makes over $250 in all. that

take charge of the churches when organized.
M. bas raised for the church of W.
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do very much for support of the gospel, which | We are expecting daily to hear a call to come
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cause.”
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The winter term of the college is opening most “ble information with regard to the cultu
nlso the work going
There are at least eighty students | our young people, and
Lopefully.

mending the card system, and the taking of
the “Missionary Helper,” edited by Mrs. J. M.
Brewster, 91 Smith 8t., Prov., R. I.
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Poetry.
My little birds, with backs as brown
As sand, and throats as white as frost,

Ive searched the summer up and down,

hostler,

And think the other birds have: lost

So hid the grass you grew upon,
A child’s foot scarce had any room
Between you—are you dead and gone?

I’ve searched through fields and gardens rare,
Nor found your likeness anywhere,
My little hearts, that beat so high
With love to God, and trust in man,
Oh, come to me, and say if 1
But dream, or was I dreaming then,
‘What time we sat within the glow

God grant we meet the other side
The darkness *twixt us now that stands,
In that new house not mage
with hands.

—dAlice

Cary.

BRACKETT.

So heavy-minded, dusty-browed and slow;

I looked up to the stately trees for fity—
‘What care had they for sorry hearts
below ?
haughty

heads

high

up

to

\

And looked majestically toward the stars.
too, looked up, but humble, frightened,

I

even,
And

thought

of

fate

beyond

the

bars,

shining

;

“1, am so small to stand within the glory

Of the Unknown—beneath the awful eye;
The fleeting clouds shake

out their garments

And melt away forgotten from the sky.

“ All hoary in a breath, old in a beating—
A single beating of the world’s great heart;

Oh! fainting, paling clouds, I am as fleeting ;
I see the light, rejoice, and then depart.

“ You fade-upon.a breast-of starry azure,
And leave the sky as fair as'when you came;

1 die into a life no mind can measure,
Which ever was and is to be the same.”
So said I—weary with what should betide me,
Deeming all life ill-fated from the stars,
‘Is there who heeds? ” a ericket thirped beside
me,~—

&

I thought of God beyond the shining bars!

Foanalp Caxele.
THE HOSTLER'S STORY.
What amused us most in the Lake
House last summer was the performance

_.of

» bear in the back yard
He was fastened to a pole by

a chain,

which gave him a range of twelveor fifteen feet. It'was not very safe for visitors

to come within .that circle, unless

they were prepared for rough handling,
He had a way of suddenly catehing

you to his bosom and picking your pagk-

ets of peanuts and candies—if you cargied
any about you—in a manner

your breath away.

work

which took

He stood up fo his

on his hind legs in a quite human

fashion, and used paw ahd’ tongue ‘with

amazing skill and vivacity)" He was
friendly and didn't mean any harm, but

was a rude ‘playfellow..
=
©
-Shadl, never. forget the ludicrous
ad-

he

exercise

and

that's vicious and blood-thirsty. Generally you let them alone and they'll let you
alone. They won't run from you, maybe,
but they won't go out of the way to pick
a quarrel.
They don’t swagger round
with a chip on their shoulder lookin’ for
some fool to knock it off.”
* Will they eat you?” some one inquired; for there was a ring of spectators

oy

against

the post, stroked Pomp’s fur affectionately, and continued somewhat in this

I was so tired in coming from the city,

their

the

fies their humble appetites as a
thing.”
The one-eyed hostler leaned

OF LITTLE FAITH .

held

from

flesh.
Roots, nuts, berries, bugs,
any small game they can pick up,

And never found the like of you:

heaven,

restibg

“As likely as not, if they are shargset, and you lay yourself out to be eatfh
but it ain't their habit to go for hupfa

My little hearts, so fond, so true,
I searched the world all far and wide,

They

a move-

| around by this time.

Of the old house hearth, long ago?

LEWIS

aimed,

to his pole, ** there's a bear of this species

My little flowers, that with your bloom

FANNIE

was

leaning upon the bar, while Pomp retired

The tunes you sang, so sweet, so low,
About the old house, long ago.

BY

blow

ment of Pomp’s paw, as quick as a flash
of lightning, knocked it aside, and he
stood good-humoredly waiting for more.
“Once in a while,” said the one-eyed

OLD HOUSE.

b--t-b

the

style :
Bears are particularly fond of fat, juicy
pigs, and once give 'em a taste of human
flesh—why, I wouldn’t want my children
playing in the woods within a good many
miles of their den.
Which reminds me of old Two Claws,

as they used to call him,

a bear that

plagued the folks over .in Bridgetown,
where IT was brought up, wall, as much
as forty years ago.
He got his name from thé peculiar
shape of his foot, and he got that from |
trifling with a gun-trap. You know what
that is—a loaded gun set in such a way
that a bear or any game that's curious
about it must come up to it the way it
pints; a bait is hung before the muzzle,
and a string r ns from that to the trigger.
:
He was a cunning fellow, and he put

out an investigatin’ paw at the piece of
pork before trying his jaws
instead of gettin’ a bullet in
he merely had a bit of his
off. © ‘There ‘were but twe

on it; so
the head,
paw shot
claws left

pitchfork and a shot in the shoulder convinced him that he was making a mistake.
He dropped "the pig and ran away be-

fore my uncle could load up. for another
shot. The next morning they examined
his tracks. It was old- Two Claws.

Boaighbior:
t ELwis ‘something
Bin tor Beng ge

i!
in the woods about a half a mile from his said.
The
one-eyed
house, when bis wife went out to fetch

their habits inland where they

hostler winked

bamor-

about
a year after that.

~~

She left two children

at

terprising little fellow, and when the sun

ro

paintings, and

said he.
You can guess what sort of an
the mother was in.

who died some years since at
Conn., where the family still
On the marble centre-table
family Bible alone. Chairs

“0

Johnny,

tell

me ' true!

agony
:
Think!

‘Where was it?”
¢* Bear come

:

ee

She caught him up, and. hurried with
him into the woods.. She begged him

a

portrait

of his

father,

Bridgeport,
reside.
lay a large
and sofas

‘were all adapted To persons of ordinary

size, and nothing in this story of the mansion suggested its owners’ wee-ness, save
in the library, replete. with bric-a-brac,
and articles of virtu from all

the

world,

show her where he was with his little souvenirs of travel, where a child’s rock-

ing-chair of black walnut received the litIn one tle madam, while her guests occupied or-

brother when the bear came

along.

He

Pajated out two or three places,
‘of them the earth was soft. There were dinary seats.

ing, wife of the Water-Snake-withthe- ‘fresh

tracks crossing 'it—bear

‘tracks.

candor.

At

the

"hoy
and munching beast, offered the funniest i carryingan empty jug. Almost within’ sight of Gorman’s grosort of a contrast.
The one-eyed hostler, who was the cery, Red-Sky took off-her. papoose and
bear’s especial guardian, lounged quite" hung it on 8 tree. The fellows around the

store had made fun of it when' she was
“Keep still, and he won't hurt ye,” he there beforre, so she preferred leaving if in
said, turning his quid. - *“That’s one of the woods rather than, expose. it to the
his tricks. . Throw out what ye've got and coarse jokes of the boys. The little thing
Whether
he'll leave you.”
iw.
tu
] was ‘used to such: treatment.
The dandy made haste to help bruin to carried or hung ‘up, papoosey: never
leisurelyto the spot.

the

last

of the

Bee

seed

cakes, and escaped

without injury, but in a ridiculous plight
—his ‘hat smashed, his necktie and linen

rumpled and his watch

dangling;
but

his fright was the most laughable

all,

part of

:

The one-eyed hostler then made a motion to the beast, who immediately climbed the pole and looked a: us from the

cross-piece at the top.

.

7%

cried.
4
The squaws traded off their truck, and

bought, with other luxuries of civilization,

a gallon of whiskey. .They drank out of
the jug and then looked at more goods.
Then they drank again, and from being

shy and silent, as at fivst, théy giggled
and chatted like
a couple of silly white
girls. They spent a good deal more time
and money ut Gorman’s than they would

‘ A bear,” said the one-eyed hostler, if it hadn’t been for the Whiskey, but finalturning “his quid’ again,” “is the’ best- ly they started.to ‘go ‘back through the
hearted, knowin'est critter that goes on

{ woods.

’

They went chattering and giggling to
* speakin’ of our native t's
understand. The brown the tree where the papoose had been left.
so respectable, and the There was no papoose there.
This discovery ;soberéd them: | They
is {bbe -of |the ugliest!
brutes in creation.
Come down here, ‘thought at’ first that the fellows around
itsi
Pomp.”
:
: the store had played them a trick by tak.
ing
it away, but: by-and-by the Red-Skyall-fours, , I'm
black bear, you
bear aint half
grizzly )beat |

ve
the board

chain.®
59 ov

(Playful

bh

Ho tok 4 Fils AF
horse near by, and made

A

ARLE
a lunge with it

‘I'll show ye.” -

Pomp's breast.

No

a

43 a kitten!”
said. the oie."
:

eyed hostler, fondly.
at

ha

one-eyer

ike i bar'sLE I in gowisigEEht]
earnest.”

Ee

far off, but

r

hi Yes, a decided

stler

begfoan
thrust and

Hh

act.

#Oné of the: prints showed wnly two claws.

"The Red:Sky-of-the-Morning’ went back
to camp with
the news; the other squaw
When the Water-Snake-with-the-Long-

Tail heard that his papoose had

been

eat-

» I remarked

earity.’

try to recover her child, or go at once for
her husband,

or

alarm

the

neighbors ;

what to do/with Johnny meanwhile—all
that would have been hard enough for her
to decide even if she had had her wits
about her.

ie

She hardly knew what she did, but just

followed her instinet, and ran with Johnny in her arms, or dragging him after
her, to where her husband was chopping.
Well, continued the one-eyed hostler.

SOME PRACTICAL HINTS ON WOOD-ENGRAV-

<7" ING for the Instruction of Reviewers and
the Public.
By W. J. Linton.
Satie pub
lishers, ete. Smull 4to. Illustrated, pp. 92.

($1.25).

Last summer the author of this volume, a
wood-engraver of considerable note, contributed a paper to the Ataatic Monthly
in
Which he freely criticised, as he had a right to
do, some of the faults, as he regarded thim, of
a certain style of modern
wood-engraving,
particularly the * hairy-looking’’ portraits of
the Wyatt-Eaton style that have appeared in
Scribner's and other periodicals, and certain
other modern featuresof the ordinary wood-en-

graving.

He was sharply bandled by the re-

viewers in their criticisms of his paper, and
he now replies to them, giving us a book that

has considerable information in it for the

less-

informed student of woodcuts, and not a little
sharpness, but no
acrimony
we
believe,

towards those who seem either

conceived his meaning or to have

to have
held

mis-

sn

in-

408, he likes’ i," sid the one-eyed The braves with him followed his example. It wasn't in Indian nature to start
hostler.
“Ye oan't hit him.”

but

of ‘'wood-engravers are the best in
the world.
Whether that be true or not, they are certuin-

brass.’
To a curiously-carved walking-stick
surmounted by a long bearded head with
great glass eyes, they have given the
name of ¢ David,’ from a fancied resemblance to the sweet psalmist of Israel.

Mrs. Stratton, pointing to an elegantly

carved set

of East

India

chessmen,

re-

marked her fondness for the game,

(archly and

with: the

and

General's good-

the settlement.

In an hour and a half a fifteen years of

dozen men with their dogs

were

on

the

age.

began life a good

** But,” said he,

«I

big boy of six pounds.”

Going up stairs we felt inclined to be
track with Rush. It was so much trouble
80 unmannerly as to take two steps at a
for him to follow the trail that they soon time, for the stairs of both flights seemed
overtook him, with the help of the dogs. but four or five inches each in hight;
But in spite of them the bear got into but we were not so exalted above weasthe mountains.
The two dogs got up ure as thus to indicate our pedal superi-

%
hae
with him, and one, the only one that jority.
At the head of the first flight, in’ the
could follow a'seent, had his back broken

the

stood

sewing-room,

diminutive

ly producing some niost exquisite specimens
of their skill, and none are better than those

that are appearing each mouth in some of our
magazines,
and
particularly
Scribner's.
Since the art seems to be flourishing among
us, it behooves us to acquire at least a book-

knowledge of its principles, and this little
book by Mr, Linton, as well as his paper in
the Atlantic, will aid the amateur in that
direction.
BR

Lee &

Shepard

have

issued

an

illustrated

edition of that pathetic ballad— The Vagabonds--by J. T. Trowbridge. The drawings

were made by Darley, and the engraving
seems to have been done by John Andrew &
Son, both combining un amount of fidelity and
spirit-that help to make more graphic the stirring linesof the ballad. It is a well-known
poem,—a
life-picture
and
a temperancedrama combined,
and will be prized in the
elegant setting which the publishers have

given it.

[Small 4to. $1.50,

¢

. With the December number The Art Ama-

teur begins its second volume,

tents that will widély commend

und

it.

with

con-

The Jute

with

beach of white sand, and
h
many rows,

ranged

echoing

in

as we

a
n the beach
fisher-girl, holdinga little bench

the land;

approached

stooda

its narrow

boafs

Tne bells were Tingling aug
pretty

of wood, which she pushed into the water as
the boat touched the sand, so that we might

land dry-footed.
And as I sprang upon the
shore, upon this wonderful Capri, which in the
North I had so often pictured to myself, I felt
immediately at home.
All was still und quiet :
scarc
a nisherman
ely
to be seen, only two or

three children bathing from a cliff, a few fish.
er-girls upon the beach, the rocks around,

stern and silent. I had entered a wild and
enchanted solitude.
A steep and difficult path
leads from the shore, between garden-walls,
directly up to the little town of Capri.
Among
the rocks are gardens, with olive-trees, orange-

trees, and

grape-vines;

but they

strike the

eye as being somewhat thin and scanty, if
accustomed to the luxuriance of the Campan-

ian landscape. The very trees appear
hermits upon Capri.
J. Fitzgerald

York,

bave

Humboldt

& Co., 204

begun

the

Library,

to be

Broadway,

publication

which

New

of

Zhe

is to contain

in

pamphlet form popular expositions of science
by able authors.
Works
translated
from

foreign languages are to be revised by a competent person, and itis the designto make a desirable and valuable publication:
The initial
number contains
a series of essays by Prof.

Proctor, the English Astronomer,

and

prom-

ises to be followed by worthy successors.

Christmas Bells is a unique publication,
being a collection of leaves cul in the shape of
a bell, and each containing
appropriate to Christmas.

a

verse or hymn
The outer leaves

are bronzed, and ornamented with: wreaths of
myrtle and holly.

A knot of gay

ribbon

fur-

nishes it all ready for hanging. Itis a simple
but pretty thing for a Christmas gift. [New

York: Anson D.F. Randolph & Co.
The Throat and the

close of the

:
‘adequate iden of the Art about which they
The General kindly exhibited article wrote. There is much in his reply that agrees
after article, from a Masonic ‘apron a with our feeling about wood-engravings,
hundred years old, to an elephant carved although we do not claim to speak with any

humored response) her husband’s dislike,
because, ‘modestly I say it, I always
I needn’t try to describe what followed. beat him.”
They went back to the house, and Rush
We could well appreciate her assertion
took his rifle and started on the track of that ** the General and she had always
the bear, vowing that he would not come got along well together.”
He is forty
back without the child or the bear's hide. senior. He years old, and four years her
now
weighs
seventy-fiv
The news went like’ wild fire through pounds, having weighed fifty pounds ate

|

Voice is the title

of

No 5 of the ** American Health Primers,”
published by Lind:ay & Blakiston, Philadelphia.
It is a particularly timely volume, for
now is the seasen to be caring for sensitive
throats. Clergymen and public speakers will
find it a useful book,
[50 ets,
R. Worthington

(N.Y.) publishes a ¢harm-

ing volume for our little friends with the title

of * Little Rosebuds Menagerie.”
Ttisof a
nature te interest all manner of children, consisting of full-page engravings represeuting.all
Kinds of animals in a wild or captive state,
with deseriptive letterpress on opposite page
full of anecdote and deéseription.
The same
house issues ““ Merry Songs for Merrg Singers,” consisting of simple songs ‘set to music
for beginners on the piano, and also a series of
very pleasing songs of the months of the year.
The illustrations are’ numerous and
pretty,

They are attractive books
the year.

for

all

seasons

of

The National Temperance Society hss published a twenty-four page pamphlet, entitled

Alcohol
Joseph

and the Human

Cook.

It

is.

a

Brain, by Rev.

very

presentation, from a scientific

of the injurious
brain.

able,

striking

point

of

effect’ of alcohol

It merits wide circulation,

view,

upen
and

the

eught

especially to be in the hands of every young
man, of every moderate drinker, and
of
every law-maker.
PAMPHLETS, etc. : The Scholars Quarterly
(Philadelphia) and the Sunduy-school Quar-

terly (Boston: F.

N. Peloubet)- each with

maps and full helps in the study of the Inter
national Sunday-school lessons.—The
7Temperance

Songster

Temperance

(New

Publishing

York:

House).

American

Readings

and Recitations, No. 3 (New York:

National

Temperance Society).—The Preacher and
Homiletic Monthly for
December (New
York: L K. Funk & Co.).~How to Study
Phrenology (New York: 8, R. Wells

&

—Analysis of the Sugar

Revised

(Saxonville, Mass.
: Henry

Sunday-school Library
J.’8. Ogilvie

& Co.)

Waring’s Railway
(16 Dey St.,, New

Question,
A.

Co.).

Brown).—The

No. 7 (New

York:

‘In Prison and Out.”—

and Steamboat Guide
York).—National 8S. S.

Teacher, December (Chicago: Adams,
mer & Lyon Co.)

Black-

Appletons’ Journal for January opens with
the first part of a brilliant novelette from the

French

of Victor

Cherbuliez

entitled

“ A

Stroke of Diplomacy.”
The conclusion of the
story will
be given in the Februamiy number.

At is the purpose of the proprietors, we are in
formed, to give a succession of novelettes, run- ning from two to three numbers, in preference
to the customary long serials of the magazines.

Seventh Regiment Fair in New York city has
An articleon the “ Letters of Charles Dickfurnished it material for a lengthy ‘illustrated ens,” just published, with copious extracts, is
that
from
ago,
years
fifteen
present,
ding
almost impossible to track him, and o e
paper. Under the * Art Gallery” there is a
(eminently readable, A collection of strange legfirm, who,-at their own expense, caused paper on ‘Some Old
after.another of the hunters gave ‘up and this
Masterpieces,” with en- ends from the folk-loreof all lunds pertaining to
exquisitely pearl-inlaid plaything to gravings of
returned home.
it
ft
yo
precede the little travelers in every land Gladiator, Daphnis and Chloe, the Fighting the myth of Cinderella is a capital paper from
and correspondence on art mutters
biti
At last Rush was left alone, but nothing they visited around the globe.
in several cities. An‘artidle on Glassware is .the pen of W. R. 8. Ralston, “ Mr, Gladstone
‘"Ttis
a
pldything
in’
Size
alone,
as, a Man of Letters” is considered; ¢ Dinners
Mrs.
could induce him to turn back. JHé ‘shot
it do good service to the illustrated ‘by engravings of ‘some of those Jin Literature” is the title of u curious paper,
some small game in the mountain, which Stratton making
frail’ bot beautiful “things that the Venetian
0
aiid 15
fioud of Lie51 8 |
present-day. ji ai
he cooked for his supper, slept on ‘the i. {Inthe front entry over ithe entrance gliss-blowers ‘make, with exdmples aldo of which traces the various forms of dining, as
illustrated in ancient and modern literature.

by a stroke of his paw.

- After that it was

that told the storyof what had happened. ground and started on the trail ‘again in
a
zp
There were bear tracks around
the spot. the morning.

pugilist!
BF fering kilustof could! followed With the jug.

have"parriéd
d blow'rhoré teatly. Then
the

now

no papoose strapped to it, only something

the harbor of the fishermen,

Hut

through” his pockets in a hurry. The Long-Tail, came over to the settlement There was no doubt about it.
terrified face of the struggling and with some of their truck for sale. ‘She. “.ift was 4 terrible situation for a poor from
a tusk, but whose tusks alone, of the -technical knowledge of the general subject.
screaming fop and ‘thé.’ good-natured, ‘had-aipapoose on her. back strapped on a woman. Whetherto follow the bear and
Somebody has lately said that American
whole animal, were not of ivory,
‘board ; another: squaw traveled with her,

business-like expression of the ‘fumbling

dimly lighted, and full of mystery ; but above,
on the bent back of the island, a cheerful little
town, with white, domed houses, with high
walls, and a domed church-tower, Below,

faith-

toned picture.of the- Lesser—Antites-a9-they
are,

cary-

of bivds, as Jschylus says; caves, deep below,

and physical features interesting to scientific

book is a catalogue of birds noted on ‘the islands visited, witha table showing their distribution and those found in the United States.
It is a reliable book for reference,
~a well

a

dizzy precipices of red limestone,
nthe
hights, brown Castelle, now fallen to ruin;
forsaken redoubts, with their abandoned can.
non, now covered by the smiling yellow flowers of the wild broom; cliffs, waste and wild,
springing high into the air, around which the
seu-hawk flutters—the dwelling of the sun and

are settlements older than Plymouth or Jamestown, and on nearly all of them are strustures

always with

with

cliffs and peaks, the melancholy wildness of
its mountains, and the rugged steepness of its

The Caribbeean islands «xtend over eight
degrees of latitude, from Porto Rico to Trini
dad, and comprise some of the loveliest groups
anywhere to be found. On séveral of them

These have been

Capri

sarcophagus, on whose sides are

preserve pris-

fully described, often with enthusiasm

compared

od the serpent-haired Eumenides; but above,
on the lid, lies Tiberius, And so this classicelly-formed island constantly attracted me
by its shupe, by its lonsliness,
and by the dim
memories of that Emperor of Rome, who, of
the world that belongedto him, chose for his
J
:
own only this rock.
It was on a Sunday, and the clearest morning, that we repped into a boat at Sorrento
and were rowed to Capri. The sea was as still
as the sky, and all in the far distance lost in a
dreamy haze, But Capri lay before us, large
and stern, with its battlements of unbending

costumes, the
beautiful
everywhere greeted the

students everywhere.

has

I guzed at it from
mainland, the beautiful island seemed like the
an
antique

prised in the list.

together a little. '*‘ A bear took him!"

along—I run.”

«There was a roving family of Indians
a dighified New Yorkerwho
;
b feed bruin on seed-cakes, and | encamped near the settlement, hunting,
fishing and making moccasins and biasLin =
ed him fat enon: igh. {0%
did
He approached 4 trifle
too near, when kets, which they traded with the whites.’
all at once the bear/whipped an arm about One afternoon the Red-Sky-ofsthié-Morit-

tine customs and
tropical scenes that

Jean Paul

sphin
: to xme, when

ously.
eye, and. his numerous
‘My name is Rush. My uncle's brother- and microscope, make adventures with gun
home, a boy about five years old, ¥nd a
an exceptionally. interin-law was my own father.”
esting, account of West Indies experience.
baby just big enough to toddle around.
_ With his camera he mage pictures of whatever
‘And you?” exclaimed a bystander.
The boy had often heen told that if he
was characteristic or strikingly beautiful, snd
“LY” said the one-eyed hostler, *‘am
strayed into the woods with his brother, a
from
these the volume is - illustrated, ~the
the
very
man
who
wasn't eaten by the
bear might carry them off, and she chargscenery, the tqwns, the places of note or interbear
when
I
was
a
‘baby
!"—J.
T.
Trowed him again that forenoon not to go
est, the natives, and objects of that kind, including animals, birds and insects, beiug comaway from the house; but he was an en- bridge.
bis luncheon.

“In the woods,” he said.

ventu
came

_ him, took him to his embrace, and *‘ weit

Fiterary Bebiety,

until they had emptied the jug, so it hapThe hunt had taken him a roundabout
pened that old Two Claws got off again. course, and he was not more than seven
Tipsy braves can’t follow a trail worth a miles from home. The next day, gun in
hand, with the bearskin strapped to his CAMPS IN THE CARIBBEES: The Adventures
cent.
Not very long after that a woman in a hack—the carcass had been given to his | of a Naturalist in the Lesser Antilles. By
Frederick A. Ober.
Boston: Lee & Shepneighboring settlement heard her children friend, the backwoodsman—he started to,
ard, New York: Charles T, Dillingham,
1880. 12mo. pp. 366,
($2.50).
[For sale
scream one day in the woods near the return by an easier way through the
by E. J. Lane & Co.
house. She rushed out and actually saw. woods.
The mysterious influence that comes from
a bear lugging off her youngest.
It was a sad revenge he had had, but reading a narrative of travel or exploration—
She was a sickly, feeble sort of woman, there was a grim sort of satisfaction in an influence akin to that which would come
from a personal experience of the things that
but such a sight was enough to give her bringing home the hide of Two Claws.
As he came in sight of his log house,out one is reading about—will, o far as its moving
the strength and courage of a man. She
ran and caught up an ax. Luckily she ran his wife to meet him, #vith—what do cause is concerned, perhaps never be filly explained. Tt is due in part to the author of
had a big dog. The two went at the you suppose ?—little Johnny dragging at course and in part to the reader, but not
bear.
her skirts, and the®wst child in her arms!
wholly to both or either.
Such as it is, it
The old fellow had no notion of losing
Then for the first time, the man drop- exists perceptibly in this volume. On reading
his dinner just for a woman and a mon- ped, but he didn’t get down any further it one almost imagines himself to be among the
grel cur. But she struck him a tremen- than his knees. He clung to his wife and islands themselves. He feels the warm sun,
he sees the cool and grateful shade, he looks
dous blow on the back ; at the same time baby and thanked God for the miracle.
into the tropical groves, he hears in them the
the pu@got him by the leg. He dropped
But it wasn’t such a miracle, after all.
songs of birds and sees their gay plumage,
the young? one to defend himself. She
Little Johnny had been playing around and while he is filled with the beauty of the
caught it np and ran, leaving the two the door, and lost sight of the baby—and scene, he involuntarily shudders at-the thought
beasts te have it out together.
maybe forgotten-all abont him—when he of some huge serpent that is coiled among the
undergrowth, or he treads carefully lest a
~The Dear made short work with the cur; stfifed into the woods and saw the bear. scorpion
or centipede sting him, or he breathes
but instead of following the woman and Then he reruembered all thatheé had heard guardedly lest he inhale the poisonous malaria
of the danger of being carried off and of the place,
child, he skulked off into the woods. ’
The settlers got together for a grand eaten, and of course he had a terrible
The author has given an account of his own
his little experience and discoveries in the tropical isl
hunt, but old Two Claws—for the tracks fright. ‘When asked about
ands,where he lived and studied two years,unshowed that he was the scoundrel—es- brother he did not know anything about
der the auspices of the Smithsonian Institute,
caped into the mountains, and lived to him, and I suppose really imagined that during
which time he discovered eighteen spethe bear had got him.
make more trouble another day.
cies of birds which he claims were hitherto unBut the boy had crawled into a snug
The child? Oh, the child was scarcely
known except to the natives, including among
hurt. It had got squeezed and scratched place under the side of the rain-trough, them the *‘ sunset bird,” of whose habits very
and there hé was, fast asléep all the little was known. Of the humming bird,
a little in the final tussle ; that was all.
As to the bear he. was next heard of in while. When he woke two or three hours which is a native of this country, not having
after, and his mother heard him cry, her been known in Kurope until after the discovour settlement.
;
ery of America, he found nearly a dozen
The hostler hesitated, winked his one husband was far away on the hunt.
species, some of them of a size that is hardly
* True—this story I've told ?” said the Suggested by our tiny New
eye with an odd expression, put a fresh
England hummer.
one-eyed hostler, as some one questioned His description of the approach to
quid into his cheek, and finally resumed.
the islands
against the strong and mysterious current of
A brother-in-law of my uncle, a man of him. ‘Every word of it!”
‘¢ But your name is Rush, isn't it?” I the Orinoco, the appearance of the natives,
‘the name of Rush, wag one day chopping

HOME OF TOM THUMB.
shone so pleasant and the woods looked
The world-renowned dwarfs, General
so inviting he wasn’t to be afraid of bears.
The woman stopped to see herhusband and Mrs. Tom Thumb, live near Middleon that foot, as his bloody tracks show- fell a big beech he was cutting, and then boro’, Mass.
A clergyman having reed.
:
went back to the house; but just before cently visited them, thus describes the
He got off; but his experience seemed she gotthere, she saw, the oldest boy home and its inmates:
+
to have soured his disposition. He owed a coming outof the woods on the other side.
The house is a three-story wooden manspite to the settlement.
:
He was alone and as white as a sheet, sion, tastefully painted, with piazzas and
One night a great row was heard in my ‘and so frightened at first that he couldn’t bay-windows commanding an extensive
uncle's pig-pen. He and the boys rushed speak.
view of variegated scenery, with the
out with pitchforks, a gun and a lantern.
*“Johnny,” says she, catching hold of dome and spires of Middleboro’in the disThey knew what the trouble was, or soon him, *¢ what is the matter?”
tance, and having the air of luxury.
found out. A huge black bear had broken
~+-—A-Seotch-maid-announ
¢¢ A bear,” he gasped
at last. ——
us; who ced
sub="
down the side of the pen; he had seized
‘““ Where is your little brother? was sequently told one of the ladies that they
a fat porker; and ‘was ‘actually lugging her next question.
could not help loving Mr. and Mrs. Strathim off in his arms! The pig was'kicking
ton, who were always kind, and seeking
41 don’t know,” said he, too much
and squeaking, but the bear had him fast. frightened to know anything just then.
to'inake them happy.
;
He did not seem at-allinelined to give up
The General gave us a hearty welcome,
*“ Where did you léave your brother?”
his’ prey, even when attacked. He look- says she.
and ushered us into an elegant drawing:
ed sullen and ugly, but a few jabs from a
Then he seemed to have gotten his wits room adorned with Italian and Chinese

i

THE

And indeed it was so. - No matter how
or where

Wheeler & Wilson sewing machine,a wed-

was’ the | General's Lier

strikin

ade, salon

8'pastor’s’

two feet high,

oh

ho or

at once,

fingers

of the bear as he was Crossing a stream.
He had a good shot at him' as he was

ME

climbing the bank on the other side; bi
The bear kept on, but it was easier

et
be
deed ‘had given
u ‘playing
altogether.
la

"Along in the forenoon he came in sight

tracking him after by his blood.

Sebnrau

with difficulty

JAundred

covering

only

one.

;

bear.

It was old Two

had

Claws.

killed

the

He had

left him on the hills and come to the settlement for help.

‘work,

Designs for painting on

ers busy for a month

ML

ng inla

YW

pear

and: richly gilded. and. enameled... But

Porhaps 0uf greatest
ied wasthe in-

Bureau, cabinet,

dréssing-table, ‘sofa,

chairs, and. bed were, all diminutive; the

last elaborately carved from ebony, and
richly eanopied in damask and lace, a

gift from his father.—Youlh's Companion.

‘t What is Religion?” forms the topicof a most
eloquent and suggestive paper, one which be-

lievers and skeptics alike would

profoundatleast. The design’ ‘of ly interesting. There ig a paper find
on ‘Matthew

[ this piblication is to promote Art in the hotikedol

Here
That evening a hunter, haggard, his spection of their own apartment.
were the: Penates.! .iuiivifiest fi
oh
clothes all in tatters, found his way to’ a Admitted into the penetralia, we may
backwoodsman’s hut over in ‘White Val-| ‘be permitted‘fo Write that here evéryley.
Tt was Rush,
He had found’ no thing, is‘ ‘adapted to’ themselves ‘alone.
trace Of his child, but he

Bokemian

“china, for needle-work, for firniture-decoration, and for luceswork will keep the' subserib-

Arnold on Poetry” and Mr. Irving's *‘Shy-

hold—in which we Wish it success commen lock” ; and the editor has for his topics the
garate with the opportunity that is opened to ‘“ Proposed Federation of the British Empire,”
it. [New York: Montague '‘Murks, 20 East “'Thé Spiritadl in “Art,” and’ * Adorning the
4th Spies
Wo
Aa. |
City.” The contents of this number are uniformly

of ‘sterling ‘value and

interest.~D.

Among the pleasant ‘public #ions of the “Appleton& Co., Publishers,
549 & 551. Broadmonth is a monograph fro
the ‘press of Lee "way, New York. =
ia dn
& Shepard, entiThetled
45 7Y ———
Island of Capri. it
is'a translation of a.single chapter from a’ volThe holiday St. Nicholas is one'of the
ume of travel-sketches by Ferdinand ‘Gregor finest issues of even that beautiful magazine.
ovius, ‘a careful observer and a charming ‘Its illustrations, the variety of its contents, .

writer.

We are tempted to’ give his picture of

the beautiful island where he spent
summer month?” :
:

“a

whole

and the artistic finish of the whole, have not
been equaled by any of its rivals.~New York:
Scribner & Co.
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it; but there are
you can

»

L

do is to

let down

the

bars.

"¢ But

It

Ta the December Scribner, Dr, Holland
preach-

so quicken

the

lead a man to show

intellect
:

lief in Christianity.”
*

*

Rd

Does not every person

have * cranky”

notions of one sort or: another. You can
hardly class them? This peculiar, indi-

truths of their own prejudices.

our little

hobbies. The " New Orleans Picayune
gets off the sentence that ‘it is a happy
provision

of nature

that people

do not

know when they lose
their senses, and
fools do not miss the absence of brains.”

According to this philosophy, itisa beneficient law which preventsus from realizing the peculiar * cranks” in our own
make-ups.
*

*

*

mem-

I am sure that it

BY

Although the

KIM

was

and half-decayed, as well as many small-

ish but sound fruit—were awaiting transit
to the cider mill. It was nigh unto
sundown as John and lina carriage let
the horse walk slowly up the hill on
whose broad surface the New England
village sat. There was an exquisite un-

other hand, prudence
their very essence deits choicest blessings.
the character no less

the setting sunshine.

en book in his hand.

phantom rays, almost shadowless, glided stealthily over road and wall, pasture

and hill-side.

It was the sun

dreaming,

and his dreams were almost impalpable.
We had yet a dozen miles’ to go.
A

not any more than we know how

the

seed east into the ground should spring
and grOW up.

»

If there are ¢* cranky” notions in character and if it is hard to explain life,it is

certainly as true that there is simplicity,

honesty and purity on the earth. The
nobility of manhood and the dignity of
“womanhood

i§ ever being

redeemed:

Right wins and providence is justified.
There is healing in the troubled waters.
The birth of freedom is in revolution and

emancipation is the result of what agitators
accomplish.

To be discouraged is to belie

the cause of truth, for trath 4s although we

we may not have a clear conception of it.
Difficulties
test the cause as well as its
supporters. Heart and soul may be altogether engaged in a labor that is not
worthy of such

The very calling to which he is giviiy
his days, is derided or severely let alone
for being what it is not. Men criticise their
own imaginations.
“ The solitary giants which the centuries here and there produce are capable

a

or

how

it

shall

GLANOES AT THE PAPERS.
. + « + The London Times admits htat
there is no difficulty whatever in the

. working of the system at the University
women

are

ad-

mitted to all departments on the same
conditions as men. It says: * The sense
and courtesy that regulate society in the
outside world, where men and women are
accustomed to meet daily, are not wanting
in the minds of students: there was no
breach

of college

discipline,

.was

nor

there even a breach of courtesy within the
knowledge of the deans.”
. « . . This is the way that the N. Y,
Observer disposes of James = Anthony
English

the

Froude,

“Mr.

historian:

great historian, As a
Froude is a
prophet he is a failure. In fact the two
rarely united in one
professions are
man, unlesshe is inspired. Prophecy

lying tendencies of a country favor cer-

tain occupations and throw cold water on

The man of let-

ters is the interpreter.

Action is necessary

for the

as

salt is

to his food. Regular and continued action destroys the flexibility of the mind
to observe,

justas hard

manual

labor

does that of the fingers ia playing the
piano.
There is a difference between
exercise sufticient to keep the body vigornus, and laboring at the anvil ten hours
a day. Our countrymen do not realize
this distinction’; nor are they likely to.

In the reaction from the ‘whité-livered’ anchorite, they haste to the other extreme of
merely physical health and practical abilities. - Even here they do not see that
there are no such extremes as they readily imagine. While physical and intellectual health is better than weakness and
disease, yet even a ‘ white-livered’ anchorite has before now interpreted life to
men,

when

the

healthiest

in

mind

to-day,” said she, and wonder-

ed why the bystanders smiled.—Congregationalist.
We hope this is not an illustration of a
+ 4 personal church,” where the minister
is more than the church.
. + « «A great, warrior's opinion in
regard to war ought to be considered
worthy of thought.. ‘The following paragraph is from one of Irenmus Letters in
the New York Observer:

“In'all my reading of history and
raphy, ancient

or

modern,

biog-

I have

read

nothing more awful than the battle scenes
when the Russians were first beaten by
* the Turks in 1877; and the storming of

Badajoz by the British in 1812.

Yet the

history of the human race isa long register of such lurid and frightful scenes.

Gen.

Hooker

was right when

he said

that the devil is the chief instigator of
war, Hell must be the only place in the
universe where such scenes give delight.
+. ++ . The Christian Union delivers itself alter this manner:

the lemon of action with the food of observation, and the

result

easily inferred

reads

of letters into—into a life at once barren
to the public and discreditable to literai

« Closely connected with this is the
fact that the people do not give the man
of letters the liberty of observation which
very large

measure

In 4

demands.

his life, if successful,

he

be

must

freed

from the fashions and conventionalities
of the day—freed from the fashions and
conventionalities,

sacred

and

profane.

The prayer-meeting and the church may
not always be profitable unto him. Polit-

jcal movements

and aggressive reforms

are to him but the shifting Snes in
Not ad a cynic
unrest of the ages.
but as an
things,
these
he look upon
raveller—detecting and recording

the
does
unthe

Let him

fundamental and the ephémeral.

and

for Paisley, who

made

in the United States, and when

a

he

Cleopatra’s Needle

New England love a man of letters. This

faster,

round

them

Perbaps twas boyish fancy,—for the reader

‘Was youngest of them all,—
Bat, as he read, from clustering pine and cedar

A silence seemed to fall;

While

English

As by some spell divine—
Their cares drop form them like the needles shaken
From out the gasty pme.
Lost is that camp, and wasted all its fires;

And laurel wreaths intwine,

_Deem it not 211 a too presumptuous folly,—
This spray of Western pine !
POP

PARAGRAPHS.
Harvard

follows Yale with

professor-

ship in architecture.
John Bright recommends the Irish members of Parliament to unite with the Liberal party; otherwise,

he thinks the

future

the States or

tucks.”
The efforts to stir ill feeling between
Japan and China are still made, by interested European

agents,

but

the

Japanese

government is fully alive to the wisdom
of Gen. Grant’s counsel and is resolved to
maintain a pacific attitude unless absolute.
ly forced to hostility.
Dr. F. A. Perry and others of Boston
want to erect a $16,000 iron building on
Park square for atbletic and other purposes, after the fashion

den at New
people.

York, to

The northern

of

hold

exodus

Gilmore's

8000 to

of invalids

gar-

10,000

and

others for Florida has fairly begun, and
steamships leaving New York for Savannah are crowded with passengers.
A bill has been prepared and will soon
be reported to Congress—probably by the
committee’ on post-offices—making - even
more stringent regulations against the use
of the mails for carrying on the lottery
business. There is a strong sentiment in

Mgs. DEBORAH DECKER died in West

famous

visit

patriot,

enjoyed

citizen.

at Kossuth, but it was finally

by

in

his

0 TIER!

Is a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Con-

i

sumption. Under these cir-§
cumstances he compounded
this JEléxér, was cured
and lived to a good old age:
You can try it for the price}
of one doctor’s visit.

i

For sale everywhere.
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It
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TITS

NEW

is

especially valuable where from any cause,
there exists
great physical and nervous

exhaustion.

All convalescents will find in

it just the help they need for full and quick |
recovery ; because it-acts as a revitalizer.
A Treatise on ¢“ Compound Oxygen,” con-

taining
a large number
most remarkable cures,

of testimonials
will

he

sent

to
free

by mail. Address Drs. Starkey and Palen,
1112 Girard St., Phil, Pa.

the

Ae

organized

tore

YW

ig

Tie gislator:-

RECPRURESEES

He is successful because he has the manly courage to rise above all personal motives or interests and cast his vote and:
influence on the side of measures, which
will contribute to the well-being of his
fellow-men.
The good of the many, even
though it proves injurious
to the inter-

at

ests of the

few,

is the maxim

of

the

WOULD WITH THE
FINGER. With light

AN ENLARGED VIEW OF
THEP)

wise

BEFORE TAKING, brain and nerv-AFT!TER.

men were

drowned,

56

women

but

a

part

fears

are

it will add 22

Hill’—which however,

more to

very

little about that tomb.

It happened to

a

wander

few

years

ago

to

summer's

into

day,

us
that

and

to

find that historic tomb open—as
the sexton informed us, for the burial in the af-

ternoon, of a remote descendent holding
right of interment there. Descending the
narrow steps, we fotnd the interior swept
and garnished, and to all appearance, with

candlebox in the cor-

there that he thought he would tidy
a little, and accordingly sweeping

it up
up

the

few fragments remaining he had deposited,
the whole in the box aforesaid.
Sic transit! And there in indistinguishable mixture was the corporeal

of three generations
gregationalist.

all

that

remained

of greatness!—Con-

——
tor ——————

PERSONAL,
M. de Lesseps has sailed for Aspinwall.
General Ignatieff has

been

appointed

sian ambassador to Rome.
The President has appointed
man, of Indiuna,
a member
Indian Commissioners.

George

Rus-

.
Stone-

of the Board

The prince of Wales visits the Continent
least ten times

a year, and

known in Paris as in
gen.

is

‘London

Secretary of War McCrary,
firmed by ‘the Senateas judge

almost

as

of

at
well

and Copenha-

has been conof the eighth

United States circuit, vice Dillon, resigned.

At the sand lots, San Francisco, Denis Kearney announced his_intention of being
present

at the meeting

ton, Jan. 8.

of

Greenbackers

in

wh

Washing-

Lieutenant-Colonel
Chicago, 6th, to John F.
of (Brooklyn,
N. Y., saying that General Grant finds i

Possible to visit New

York or Brooklyn,

winter.
The Henry Clay monument at Lexington,
Ky.,is crumbling to pieces, and an expert
says that $1,000 ought to be spent. on it
right

away to preserve it from finally falling.

|
14.

-’

cretion, excess or

‘overwork

“=

of the

TAKING.

ous system ;. is perfectly harmless, acts like magic,
and has been extensively used for over
thirty
Aar-Full particulars
years with great success.

in our pamphlet, which we desire to send free by

@bitnaries.

of

d; yy will
ill promptA ly and TGany
cure
any
and
every case
of
Nervous Debility
and Weakness,
result of Indis.

RW

of

enter--

tells

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE MARKThe Great En. TRADE a
MARK
glish
ol

action to the bowels and kidneys.

the fishing tonnage of the port, valued at
$118,789, all of which were insured on the
mutual system for $95,185, sailed to return no more, and 240 lives have been
lost, leaving 88 widows and 219 fatherless
children. There are also two vessels now
grave

Or (, H. EGGLESTON CO., Chicago,lil,

cleanse the liver and blood,
reguiate
and
tone the stomach, and impart a healthful

were

the direful history of the Gloucester fisheries of 1879. In all, 30 vessels, aggregating

for which

was

HALF A CENTURY. OLD,

¢ Comis now

attracting such universal attention.

She

ADVERTISEMENTS

votes to 52.
A ‘Revitalizer.
This you will find in the new
pound Oxygen
Treatment” which

health.

believed.” She hath won the victory. To her
a crown hath been given.
F. K. CHASE.

The Chamber

carried

remarkably good

childlike. Even to the last, she was upheld by
an unfaltering trust in Him ¢ whom she had

class-

lost

Until

baptized after she was ninety, and united with
the F. B. church.
Her faith was singularly

the Pacific

has

Bux-

years,

‘the last few months of her life, she had always

graduation
A reunion
a

his

of a better

ton, Me., Aug. 2, aged nearly 94

held at New

Salisbury,

who

rights as a Hungarian

ner, tenactless.
On asking how it was
the keeper told us he had found so little

the

he dines,

of Deputies has adopted a bill, ‘declaring that
any native of the country who voluntarily
resides abroad for an uninterrupted’ period of
ten yeurs shall lose bis civil status. The Extreme Left violently opposed this meusure, accusing the Government of leveling it directly

and Mar.
The distance between Paris
geilles is 600 miles, which, by an improvement in the time-table, is run in fifteen

when you have outgrown your clothes?
You cast them aside, do you not?” ¢ Ob,

Europe,

slope.
Kossuth, the

the exception of the

how a lobster cast his shell when he had
Said he, ‘* What do you do
outgrown it.

E.

hope

beyond.
He leaves the companion of his
toils, one brother and a sister to mourn his
departure.
‘A. H. WHITAKER.

idwell is a woman of great culture, and their
home is the rendezvous for all savants from

of both countries doulsful.

hours, at a speed of forty miles an hour.
A lecturer in Portland, Me., or semewhere else, was explaining to a little girl

E.

be

He spoke to all in

last sickness of a cheerful

143

ground on a soft
a

mat-

and cheap. Sent by mail, postage

Copps’s

CON

would at all permit.

fruit or nut bearing. His place is a Spanish
{lant of one hundred and forty miles, Mrs. |

the number, swelling the fearful aggregate
to 264 lives. Since the year 1880, when
the Georges fishery was first begun, there
have been lost from this port 2118 men,
and 405 vessels valued at $1,696,399.
The New York Observer has a two-column article headed ¢ The Tomb of the
Mathers, in the Old Burying-Ground on

That fills the Kentish hills,

business

legislator. But certain men will never
Winnipeg
under a Dominion charter of | admit the wisdom
of this doctrine, any
1874, to be known as the ‘Canada Central more than some selfish practitioners will
Telegraph Company,
with a capital of admit the superlative value of Dr. Pierce’s
$100,000, to build a telegraph line to Brit- Golden Medical Discovery and Pleasant
ish Columbia.
Respousible
parties and
Purgative Pellets, because these remedies
heavy capitalists are the promoters of the
have injured their practice. Of course, no
scheme.
man in his right senses will pay a physiThe record of ‘the disasters attending cian $5.00 for a consultation, a bottle of
the Gloucester
(Mags.)
fishermen dur- bitters, a few powders, and a prescription,
when one bottle of Dr. Pierce’s Medical
ing the past year is a most fearful one,
so far as loss of life is concerned, aud is Discovery and a bottle . of his Pleasant
entirely unprecedented in the history of the Purgative Pellets, both costing but $1.25,
will accomplish the same result, viz.:
business.
Thirteen vessels went down,

do not soon retarn,

And on that grave where English oak and holly

in

but by his early education was one of the still
kind. He was an outspoken temperance man,

was

Californidg. In his plantation are forty miles of
drives, lined on either sisle with trees, either

tained of their safety—the Andrew Leighton and the Harry C. Mackey.
If these

Lost is that camp! but let its fragrant story
Blend with the breath that thrills
With hop-vines’ incense all the pensive glory

He

General Bidwell is one of the richest men

‘ One, if it was long enough,” he growled,
‘ why don’t you talk commen sense?’—
Rockland Courier.

absent,

And he who wrought that spell?
Ah, towering pine and stately Kentish spire,
Ye have one tale to tell!

old,

when

will Jrobably

Haven, with Prof.
mate,

a

14980 tons, comprising over a tenth part

And so in mountain solitudes—o’ertaken

years

;

of the class

from here to the stars,” she said, musingly.

ry gale, however, furnishes

Listened in every spray,
the whole camp with ‘ Nell” on
meadows,
Wandered and lost their way.

63

who

his classmates.
left college before
because of a row with the faculty.

widowed and 150 children made fatherless
by the single February gale. The Februa-

The fir-trees, gathering closer in the shadows,

week, was

Missouri,

Yale College has just conferred the degree of

1*“Your eyes are so much brighter,” he
whispered, pressing her little hand.
They
are married now.
‘ I wonder how many
telegraph poles it would take to reach

And as the firelight fell,
read aloud the book wherein the Master
Had writ of ** Little Nell.”

brother
bor-

supporter so far as his meuns would
permit.
Many are the ministers and laity who have
enjoyed the kind hospitality of Bro. and Sister

for

master of arts upon William Frazier, of West
Virginia, and of the class of 1828, who, with

‘heap of young ladies who want a square
meal, and one old woman
who knows
how to cook it. The only good result is
that the old woman gets paid for her
work.— Detroit Free Press.

gathered

infirmary
’

et.

|

stars so dim to-night?”
she said softly.

shadows

of erecting

is about to

Peter Goelet, the New York millionaire,
leaves bis brother, Robert Goelet, and his sisters, Jeau B. Goelet and Hannah G, Gerry, all
his lands and real estate to be equally divided
among them, and $600,000 to his nephew,
Idridge T. Gerry.
All the rest of his per: mal estate goes to his brother, Robert Goe-

:

A stbck company has been

London,

stock.

No, George Augustus, * trosseaun” is not
the French for trousers. It is the French
for more things than you could learn the
names of in 3 month.
Get married and
you will know more about it.—Brooklyn
Eagle.
of

in

few intimate friends, until 2,

Yes,”
pretty

They were courting—*‘ What makes

Dun

ters. Though not a member of any church,
vet he was firmly attached to the interests of
the I, Baptists, of which he was a generous

after which he receives friends or goes out for
awnlk,
In the evening he reads until 10
o'clock.
The estate of the late Senator Chandler, says
the Detroit New, will not exceed $1,800,000.
It consistsof twelve stores, and a fine dwelling in Detroit,a fine dwelling in Washington,
an extensive farm
near Lansing, Mich., a
quantity of pine lands and $100,000 in bank

was

consist

by his unswerving integrity

struck a

Joseph Cook breakfasts at 7 o'clock, works
in a study, whose location is known to only a

I’m jist a month frae Glas-

Fashionable cooking clubs

North

and a sincere lover of the Sabbath-school,
where he wus always found when his health

Monday

to

¢¢ Na,”

of

United States district attorney
in Missouri,
under President Buchanan, and served later in
the confederate drmy. He is the fourth member of the 46th Congress to die.

said,

— Burlington Hawkeye.

:

then, while

¢

pillar

Ball, for one could not but feel at home there.
He was a constant attendant at public worship,

wealthy, at least he never put more than
ten cents into the plate, Sunday morning.”

drifting,

The Daring camp-fire, with rude humor, painted
The rudy tints of health
On haggard face and form that drooped and faint.

And

he

¢¢ Is he rich?” asked the tourist.
replied the sexton, ‘“ I guess he is

ertheless; you will find the poetryof it described by Bret Harte in a poem entitled
¢ Dickens in Camp,’ written not long
after the novelist’s death.”
I have copied the poem:
.

ed

© ‘him,

a

died

ca.”—8ir George Campbell.

for a week in Europe. But thatdoes not
land make it that the common people of

the pines the moon was slowly
The river sang below;
“The dim Sierras, far beyond, uplifting
Their minarets of snow.

with

“Have you been long here?”
the answer,

spaces with Fiirbanks’ scales. And yetI
would not exchange a day in New Eng-

Above

conversation

Cameron

Congressman Lay, of

Chicago he was very anxious to see a typical American, with a slouched hat, big

into

that of nine of his

spend $100,000 on a sea-bathing
the scrofulous.

tour

got

und

on skin diseases, who paid the cost

Felicia was gliding down Tremont street
yesterday afternoon, with a derby hat on
‘and carrying her hands in the pockets of
her long ulster, when a small’ boy run up
.and said, ¢* Say, Miss! if yer had a cigar
now, you'd be all right, wouldn’t yer?”—
' Boston Paper.
I heard a story of my friend Mr. Holmes,
the member

was

the town of Fairfield, Herkimer Co., N. Y.
He spent most of his life in. Canada. When 64 years of age he came to Broadway, since
which he has been a resident of this
place.
During this time he made many fast
friends

recovcourts

Erasmus Wilson, the great English authority

when

young man who held a loaded pistol
to his head and threatened to blow his
brains out unless the girl who had refused
him would consent to Lave him, was coolly told by the young lady he would have to
blow some in first.
He didn’t blow.—

the

no,” replied the little one, ‘* we let out

ture.

dyed,

Richardson,

duties, voy many Tuludvis
will
be greatly
missed
in
his

officers, which was sunk in the Missouri River

A

wiling days. Miy countrymen utilize such

the

soundest body of the man of affairs has
to the utmost simply been able to reflect
borrowed light or much more often has
is the poorest business in which uninspir- simply been able to exclaim, ¢ See! See!’
ed men can engage. Many things turn up when there was nothing to see.
«] repeat that the first and the conthey could not foresee, and it remains true
that * Man proposes and God disposes.’ ” tinued duty of the interpreter is to obshould
....%“Where's our own minister?” serve. Scattered moments of action
said an old lady io the preacher as he keep him®in health, as a taste of lemon,
¢ Oh, he is now and then, is good to keep off the
came out of the pulpit.
preaching for my people to-day,” was the scurvy
; but let him attempt to balance
reply. ¢ Ah, then, whata treat they'll
be having

talk

Till one arose, and from his pack’s scant treasure
A hoarded volume drew,
And ecards were dropped from hands of listless
leisure
To hear the tale anew;

to observe.

on his own baggage

pi Mavs when the steamer

she indignantly exclaimed, ¢ ’'T is false!”
he said he presumed so.—Boston Post.
|. What does the minister sayof our new
burying-ground?” asked Mrs. Himes of her
neighbor. ‘ He don't like it at all; he
says he never will be buried there as long
as he lives,”
“ Well,” says Himes, *‘ if
the Lord spares my life, I will,”

taking but slight hold of their surroundings,
The average man can not rew
against wind and tide. The great under-

best health, but it is to his life

Se

College, London, where

He said her hair was

In the fierce race for wealth.

+ The normal life of an interpreter is
not stipulating beforehand of to be an observer—first, last and all along

day and
what it shall be made
be baked.

'

is the shortest

the menagerie.— Cleveland Plain

ealer,

of being what they were designed to be,

is thie end of literature,

General Miles, the Indian fighter, has
ered $10,977 insurance in the St. Louis

It is of little use to inculcate maxims of
prudence to the crowds who bave adventured into the current of stock speculation.
They have embarked on the stream and must
go wherever it tends. They can see nothing of the wrécks by the way, but only
the enormous gains of fortunate operators
who are on the inside of all the stock-gambling schemes, and whose business it is to
entrap unwary outsiders and strip them
penniless.— Boston Transcript.

certain others. Now itis the astrologer
when the rain falls and the floods come and now it is the civil engineer who rides | He:
the cause as well as the individual will on the top of the tide.
be tested.
In the meantime there is
+ That all may read life through letters

nothing that adds more to the welfare of

new

placing it in a nich of the streets where
trade and mart had their way through the

devotion, but we repeat,

men than to live a commonplace
life,
taking the bread whichis given us every

the

has vainly advertised for
and girls to run a night gang,

boots, belt with the revolver stuck in it,
and soon. He eould not find one for a
long time. At last he found a man who
exactly came up to his ideal; and entering

words can not be reproduced, but I will
recall the sentiment and language as far
as I am able.
“In the average American
atmosphere,” John began, *‘ the man of letters
is not at home.
He is misunderstood.

ih

_

Toute to

country is young, and we have before us
great reason why serious talk is generally J the grandest of all duties to do towards it
despised by human kind is because it is —to wait in hope as to its future.
not genuine; it is put on, and all put on
“ By the way, there is a hint of the
moods use hypocritical words.
But let true appreciation of the literary man by
the heart speak gently and quietly, and bis fellowmen in one peculiarly Amerithe language is as sweet and pure as the can community which makes an excepmountain rills. Iam diffident in trying tion worthy of note. Perhaps, even in
to report John's talk for the very reason this, there is more poetry than truth, nev-

*

has been il-

where

Caleb

Wilmote
h, and his: honse a: home -for
God’s péoplé.
He leaves a wife and two

hood, ah
an Y. Meetings,
Tr nelght .
The Earl of Aberdeen has a distinction
unique among earls—nhe is the sole owner of a
:
+0
DJ MoopY.
railway, the entire cost of which came out of |
ARZA BALL died at Broadway, O., Dee, 4,
his'own pocket. It is ten miles in length, runs
He was born in
Soleny on his own property, ‘and cost $275,- aged 76 years and 4 months.

manual

inscription on the pedestal, and with an
air of familiar, loving reverence lingers
around that learned man’s memorial. Itoo
paid my homage, as thought flew. to my
own country, and I couldn't imagine my
countrymen erecting a statue to a man of
books with an open volume in his ha d and

YER

Ld

women

Ga.,

A mince pie at bedtime

A father with a lt-

tle son comes up to the statue,

good supper for ourselves, a baiting for
than dissoluteness wastes it. The one is the horse, and seven o'clock found us gotrue and the other is true. The one prin- ing down the other side of Comstock Hill.
ciple should be obeyed, so should the othThe road was rough and our “progress
er. They are irreconcilable in thought. | slow. But I have always remembered
The talk about prudence being modified that evening's ride, for John wasin a talkby liberality is cheap. Itis only as we ing mood, The temor of his soliloquy
give the whole soul to each as the mo- was serious, but it was genuine.
The
ment demands—now
daring all things
and hoping all things, and now carefully
and studiously counting the cost of each
step—that the true life is lived. In many
matters, it is the office of the intellect to
perplex, and the office of the life to solve.
It is sulved in life but we know not how,

against

hands.— Springfield Republican,

other countries.
One illustration will
show what I mean. It was a sunshiny
April Sunday in Rotterdam. The streets
were filled with people. In a little open
space, which could not be called a square
by any means, was a statue of Erasmus
who is in a standing posture with an op-

Its

Rh

contrasted with that of Cincinnati Saturday Night.

more felt when

past yet here and there in the orchards
piles of apples—knurly, worm-eaten

reality about

200 women

his life ac-

mere

factorry.

Fred Myron Colby, of Warner, N_H., wellknown in literary circles, has beén offered the
editorial chair of the Cottage
Hearth, a Boston
literary monthly. It is understood that he
will decline the position,
y
;

and talks of importing New England mill

Renounc-

not

\

on the part of

cotton

with John, He believed what he said,
and that cughtto give Lim a respectful
hearing. But my friend had hardly fin:
ished: ¢* This American atmosphere of
which I have been speaking is all the

KYTE.

harvesting season

was

{

lustrated at Atlanta,

congenial.

JOHN PAPERS.

A loose and spendthrift life ruins- body
and soul; on the
and foresight from
bar the soul from
Economy pinches

‘‘non-denominational

labor

cording to principles, a task which none
need to look on as selfish and therefore

———
el
AA

place to this local prejudice. We judge
people not for what they are, but in acfall in with

has the hard task of guiding

i

The southern prejudice

ing the conventionalities of his time, he

the people yet more scarce who would
bid them God-speed.”

styled

munity.

freedom than his. fellows, his

bers,” and they are not to speak or
vote in church meeting when matters
affecting ‘baptism or other recognized
differences between themselves and the
denomination are
discussed.—SpringJield Republican.

vidualistic ism is in the life of each of us,
igit not? High principlés in life give

cordance as they

have

¢ But 1 might as well stop, for the men
are few who would enter such a life, and

be

a workman as this ‘‘ overmastering be-

must

they are to

heartily Baptists in sentiment,

and

himself thoroughly

interpreter

less task of sowing the seeds of truth
while menare contending over the half-

ing done that leads to admiration of the Christians who may desire to become
or attendants. Thus a new
preacher rather than to : faith ‘in and love members
Baptist church at Bowden has made proof Christ, that earnestness can not be too vision, in the church deed of its property,
much insisted on, or too highly estimat- for admissionto its membership of all
ed.” On theother hand there is nothing evangelical Christians, If they are not
that will

if the

responsibilities are greater.
On him
rests the serious, solemn and often thank-

reformers by this time that it is not the
bars that keep the women away from the
political pool : they are not thirsty. »+ +. . Some of the English Bapuist
churches have hit upon a, novel method
of fellowship relations with non-Baptist

.

remarks that ¢ there is 80 much

can not even

ought to be quite evident to the dullest greater

for vic.

a

horses you

lead to water,much less make to drink ; all

Deferred victory may in time lend the
soul to a victory over the desire
tory.
:

lose himself in enthusiasm in any one of favor of such action as will prevent any
on the part of the government
these movements and he has at once lost complicity
with all such schemes for swindling the
the high vantage ground of observation.
public and vitiating the morals of the com-

Whenever the women in any State in
this country want the ballot they can have
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SisTER EMMA J., wife of Rev. B. Minard,
and daughter of Bro. and sister Gilman Morrison, departed this life at Littleton, N. H.,
Nov. 13, aged 29 years and 3 months,
At the
age of 28, she experienced religion during revival meetings at Littleton in the winter of
1873. She was married Oect. 5, 1876, and was
baptized one month after, by her husband,
then preaching in South Boston, Mass.
She
had been through the course of instruction in

Littleton high school, and was subsequently a

teacher for three years in the same school.
She was well versed in both vocal and instrumental music.
She was a member of the Freewill Baptist church in Littlefon at the time of
her death, always attending and taking a part
in its meetings when her opportunities would
allow, often singing with and playing for the
choir. She was present at her husband’s first
and last preaching service in the church,
In
her last sickness she expressed that she was
trusting in Jesus. She was amiable and interesting in life, patient in suffering, and hopeful
in death. Sister Minard fulfilled the mission

has

gone

to

her

reward.

The desire of her
husband, parents, and
grandmother to whom she was greatly attached, together with the interests of two little
children left without a mother’s care, were so
‘many reasons for wishing her to live.
ISAAC E. SPOONER died at Franconia,N. H.,
Aug. 21, aged 31
years. He was married to
Alice M.
Wells, Feb. 17, 1870.
Together they
applied themselves earnestly to worldly pursuits, He had just purchased a large farm,
and was looking forward to a life of active toil
in his chosen vocation, when he was stricken
down by sickness, which, after a few weeks,
terminated in death. His fever had abated, |
and his recovery seemed almost certain, but |
suddenly there came a change that disappoint-

ed the hopes of his friends.

ry evidence of his readiness
has lefta wife, fond parents,

lament his death.
ADDIE BowLES,

He left a satisfac-

to depart.
He
and a sister to

wife of Hibbard

Bowles

died Nov. 7, aged 26 years,
She had endeared
herself to many friends while here, when she
was called to a higher life and a nobler servjce.
She was very pleasant and cheerful

amid the duties of this life, and calmly,happily
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W. H. Vickery,

& Pinkham and by druggists everywhere.
C. Goodwin & Co., wholesale agents, Boston, i

is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible.

of life nobly, and
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Casewil’s

Melinda

Pills

a Sure

Cure

for

CONSTIPATION.
These pills are purely vegetable, being made of
the resinoids, or active principles of those
plants which investigation has
proved to be the
most reliable and specific for all diseases of the
Liver and Biliary
organs. For family use they are
unsurpassed ;
safe
and
sure
in
i >=
out causing
their work, with
bowels,
the
in
pain or uneasiness
travel, labor or
or interfering with f=
diet. They are of
tance to every

subject

in.

to Head.

a9

ness, Piles, Rheu-

“we

zache,

2

matic

and Neu

ralgic Pains, Disagreeable Breath, Pains and Soreness in all parts of the body, Sallow and Eruptive
Biliousness, Colds,
Skin, Indigestion, jie
Suppressions, etc.

Send 25 cents by mail

a box. Kor saleby all druggists.
-Co., Boston, Proprietors.
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We are now ready to fill orders for .the
Register, which contains the calendar and
the usual denominational statistics.
It
does more than this; it gives the annual
reports of the Foreign Mission, Home
Mission, and Education Societies, also the
report of the Financial Secretary, which

is mostly statistical, showing what each
church and each State has done for the
above causes during the year, and so it is
not only a Register but altogether it is a
YEAR-BOOK.
;
The
old
price
of
the
Register
has
always
.
been ten cents per copy, or eleven cents

including postage.

The

pages,

the

embracing

addition
reports

of
and

64
our

Confession of Faith and Church Covenant,
greatly enhances the value of the: book,
and yet we offer it at the old price, only
the postage is now #wo cents per

PRICE:

copy.

Single Co
PY gy mall,
Per

80.10
12

dozen, not by mail,

listened to the summons to leave the dear ones
of earth, and join the sacred throngs of the
eternal mansions.
Death holds its victim for
a time in triumph, but verily there is to be an
end of his power.
Death consigns the body
to the tomb, but not the soul.
The husband,
brother and sister, left in sorrow, are comforted by the thought, that their loss is her eternal
gain,
G. H. PINKHAM.

3@=Only the usual number (6000) is
printed, and the supply may be exhausted
before the.demand is met.
Please send in

WELLS CURRIER died in Danbury, Sept. 18,
aged 70 years und 5 months.
He had Profossed
religion forty years; was baptized
by Elder
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ings, minute

representations of Roman

Congressional.

Cath-

In the Senate, Monday, Mr. Voorhees of
Indiana, introduced a resolution condemning
the financial recommendations made by the
President in his annual message, and declaring
that the interests of the country require the

olie rule under its own roof-tree. I have buen
accused of exaggerating the illiteracy of Italy
and Spain, but here I have in my hand * The
Statesman’s Year Book for 1879” (by Fredrick
Martin. = Sixteenth annual publication, revised
after official returns), A wel'-known English
authority, quoted in Parliament, in Congress,
and by editors as & marvel of accuracy, so

a

painstaking and conscientious

free and unlimited coinage

that one of our

(p.807.)

Does

the

Catholic population of this country wish to be
reduced. to that condition?
1Ifthey
do,
they will reach it,and they will then go to the bottom of our trades as surely as the Italian peasants brought over here go to the bottom after

their long training under parochial

schools.

This is an inevitable result of the natural laws
of society,
When an emigrant has had a little
experience in America, he must see that the
standing of the young clerk, or of the young
expressman, or of a man on a railway train,
depends greatly on his intelligence.
Let the

Romish priests manage

the education

of the

young in the United States under the plan on
which they have managed Italy, and your
Catholic working man will become a brakeman
or a fireman, while your Protestant American
will
be the conductor or the engineer.
This
circumstance oughtto appeal to the Roman
population of our republic in such a way as to
cause them to withstand, in the interests of
their own political, industrial, social and mer-

al future, the

application

publication of the Supreme Court reports was

passed.——The Senate, Thursday, passed a bill
appropriating $2,000,000 for the. erection of
military posts on the Rio Grande, adequate to

its protection. - A joint resolution was adopted
that the Secretary of the Interior be author-

ized, through a commission of flve persons to
be appoirted by the President, to negotiate
with the Ute Indians for their removal from
Colorado. ' The resolution provides, however,
that they shall not be settled in the Indian territory. A long discussion occurred on the

to this country of

i

kh oi

A

the method which has ham-strung so many
once stalwart European
nationalities. An
official return, issued by the Italian governmentin March, 1870,’shows a general average
of sixty-four persous without the rudiments
of education in every hundred members of the
adult male. population of Italy.
(p. 808.)
Shear away from the large robe of the masses
of the Italians, all women, all children of both
sexes, all men under the legal age. Take the
select remnant and illiteracy of the rustiest
kind as a corroding poison, absolute inability

to read or write

has

bill. for granting

regulate trade-marks

warm hearts of the adult male. Italian population, compatriots of Garibaldi, and successors of Dante and Galileo.
When emigrants

from ‘the classic Italian shores—to- this

Spain is Roman Catholic, and the whole population, with

the

exception

of about

sixty

thousand persons, adheres to the same

faith.

(p. 405.) Spain is so solidly

exceptions are not worth

Catholic

that

mentioning

prevalence of Romanism in that nation.
estants, of course, have few rights .there.

the

to the

ProtIt is

significant - and worthy of notice in passing
that no Protestant circle has a right to make a

public anneuncement of its hours of worship.

Ifyou are in Spain and wish to attend Protestant services, you

must do so in private, for,

to

Commodore,

and

to have

excinsive

controlof the same.
The bill relative to the
unloading of foreign vessels at
ports of delivery was discussed at considerable length and
finally recommitted.——In the House, Friday,
the
fortification
and
pension
appropriation bills were passed. The former appropri
ates $225,000 and the latter $32,404,000.
The
only other matter of importance was the intros
duction of a joint resolution for the appointment of a commission to determine the best
plan and route of communication for trade and
commerce between the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans, across the isthmys of Darien.
After
the disposal of numerous private bills an adJuurnment was taken until Monday.

eaten mp ten per cent,

country, we see in the result of their competition with the educated American population,
what must happen if Italian priests have their
way in the parochial schools. of the United
States. So much for manacled Italy.
I tarn now to Spain, and surely this country must be regarded as the paradise of priests,
but it happens also to be notoriously the paradise" of illiteracy. The national
church of

a pension

Whiting, totally disubled in the naval service;
but without taking action the Senate adjourned until Monday., A resolution was reported
in the House, proposing an amendment to the
Constitution giving Congress the power to

fifteen, twenty-five, thirty of it, shall I say?
More than that. It has eaten up forty, fifty,
sixty-four per cent. of the bright intellects and

come

indefi-

nitely postponed.
The bill authorizing the
Secretary of the Treasury to issue $10,000,000
of four per cent. bonds for the payment of
arrears of pensions was similarly disposed of.
The resolution offered by Senator Davis, of
West Virginia, at the extra session, calling for
a tabulated
statement,
by States,
of the
amounts paid by the government since 1866,
on account of claims growing out of the war,
was taken up, but pending discussion an adjournmeut occurred.
In the House, upward
of one hundred and fifty bills upon a variety of
subjects were introduced,and a joint resolution
adopted for a recess of Congress from Friday,
the 19th instant, until Tuesday, Jan. 6, 1880.
——Congress is to adjourn on the 19th instant
until January 6, 1880, the Senate, Wednesday,
having adopted the House concurrent resolution to that effect. The Senate also, by a
strict party vote, adopted Mr. Davis’s resolution calling for a statement of the umounts
paid out of the Treasury since 1861 on private
claims growing out of the late war.
In the
House, a constitutional amendment, prohibiting polygamy within the limits of the United
States, was
proposed and referred.
After a
protracted discussion the bill relative to the

first and last place on the register of knowledge. In the Basilicata, Calabria and Sicily
more than nine-tenths of the inhabitants could

write.

gold and

change of subsidiary silver coins was

Piedmont and Sicily occupied the

neither read ‘nor

of both

silver on conditions of exact equality, A
number of bills and resolutions were introduc:
ed, among them one by Mr. Dawés, of Massachusetts, instructing the judiciary committee
to inquire what legislation is necessary
to
enable the Ponca Indians to prosecute, in’ the
United States courts, their claims for land
under existing treaties and statutes, and that
the special committee on the removal of the
Northern Cheyenues be instructed to ascertain
why the Poncas should not’ be restored to
their old reservation.
In
the House, the
death of Mr. Lay, of Missouri, was announced, and an adjournment taken,out of respect to
his memory.——In th& Senate, Tuesday, further action on the Senate bill for the inter-

- famous journals felicitated itself not long agu
on finding a’single statistical error in the book.
It has no sectarian bias but is a purely dispussionate and scientific statistical and historical
annual of the states of the civilized world.
I
hold this before me, and on its authority remind you that ninety-nine and three-fourths
per cent. of the population of Italy were returned as Catholics in 1871. The Roman hierarchy has managed Italy for centuries, and the
Pope himself has governed certain of its States.
According to the census of 1864, out ofa total
population of 21,703,710 souls, there were in
Italy 16,999,701 who could neither read nor
write. Of these 7,889,238 were men and 9,110,

-416 women.

*

T7 Miscellaneous.

=

_ Late intelligence from the Abyssinian. frontier states that war between Egypt and Abyssinia now seems inevitable.
The rise in the price of cereals throughout
Germany, has necessitated a corresponding increase in the military estimate of 1880.
All the public schools of Petersburg, Va.,
were closed Friday, for a month, owing to the
fact that the State failed to contribute the full
quota of funds to carry thera on, and rather

than reduce the salaries of teachers.
In connection with the arrest ‘of Assistant
Appraiser Gilbert

of the New

house,it is stated

that

the

York

custom-

government

has

been swindled out of over $100,000, by officials
at the Sppraiser’s office allowing goods to pass
free of duty, they receiving large bribes from
importers
therefor.
Further deyelopments

are expected soon.
cian.

Gilbert is an

The St. Gothard

‘bld politi-

(Switzerland)

tunnel is

within less than 500 meters of completion. A
Junction of the two galleries will
effected

according to Article 12 of the Constitution of

. within a month,

4876, all public

A tank holding 20,000 barrels of coal oil exploded at Red Rock, near Bradford, Pa., Fri-

announcements

strietly forbidden. : By the last

of these are
general census

of Spain, that of 1860, it was found that

of the

16,000,000

there

population

of the : kingdom,

were only 2,414,015 ‘men and 715,986 women
able to read rand write. There were 316,557

men and 389,211 women able to read but not

to write. All the rest, upwards of 5,000,000

men and 6,800,000 women, could neither read
nor write. At the preceding census of 1876,

the total number of persons of both sexes able
- to write was found tobe no more than 1,221,
001. The total number ableto read was only
"1,808,288, or considerably less than one-fifth of
the population.
(p. 407.) It was rare in the
Jatter part of the eighteenth century, or at the

day, and the oil flowed among and burned over
200 houses; loss, $200,000; insarance light.
Three hundred persons are destitute. Subscriptions are pouring in from all over the oil
country, and they reach nearly $5,000.
'

General Grant was cordially received by the
citizens of Columbus, Ohio, Friday,

| brief speech in response to the

the Governor's Guards.

attended a ball given od

Justice Ward Hunt, of the United States Supreme Court, having decided to resign his
position on the

bench

in . consequence

of ill-

take the

republican

national

convention

been held in New York, and the

has

coming, and when

of

cotton wool

in a close vessel with

a sufficient

even held to be immoral. Untill the year 1508,

The total debt of Bosten, January 1, will be
$42,369.816, having been decreased during the
year $97,206.
;
;
Leading democratic citizens of Richmond
county, Virginia, headed by Charles Pitts,
their recently elected member of the legislature, have just petitioned Judge Jones to include within the jury list such of the colored
citizens of thefcounty as the court shall think
well qualified fo serve as jurors, They say the
step.is both ppoper and important, as they ‘be-

public

education

was

entirely

in

the

hands

of the clergy. (p.406.) Are. peasants like
these fit for the duties snd responsibilities of
American representative institutions? What
becomes of average (Spaniards when
they
come into rivalry with the average
educated
American masses? The Spaniards are a proud

people.

They

stately past.

have

shown

vast energy

ina

There was a time when Portugal

.

his

acceptance

of the

and Spain had fleets in all the zones. Thes are lieve this_cigss of citizens entitled to this
representdtigh, which right is the bulwark of
now what Edmund Burke’ once called them, - all civil libefg Judge Jones granted the or¢ stranded whales on the coast of Europe.”
er.
There is,no adequate
explanation
of the
fact that Spain and Italy havé fallen behind in

the race with other nations except the illiteracy of the population, the lack of enterprise’

The new
WW ministry has declared that
the governmynt
wil
support a measure for the
abolition of §
y.in Cuba, and will likewise endeav¥##0 harmonize conflicting inter-

which

ests relative to the contemplated reforms

comes

from ignorance,

and

that most

accursed systém which takes the key of know)edge from the people, and will not use it after-

wards except to educate a priest hood into the
arts of mastering the populace.
Do you' want

Spain reproduced in the United States? Do
Roman Catholic citizens here want priests
to have their way in this Union as they have
had it in Italy and Spain and produce a population
in which not more than one in five can
read and write? That population will become
hewers of ‘wood and drawers: of water, As
one citizen here,as one believer in , demoeratic institutions, as one American belonging

generation that has suffered something

to a

for the

vation of the institutions of this country,
protest. in
name,of patriotism, in. the

name of education, in the name of mere philanthropy,

in

name of religion ‘and Al

in

the island. To this end, the Cortes was informed on Wednesday that the questions at
issue would be impartially decided by the cabinet, and fresh proposals for a compromise
submitted for the consideration of the dep uties

upon the basis of an equitable - share in the
public . burdens, This assumption of power
was considered a breach of privilege, and an
uproarious discussion followed.
.
Five Chinamen were burned to death at
Lovelock, Nev., Thursddy, while drunk with
opinm-smoking.
iia,
Ji

The recent storm at Aspinwall damaged the

is. stretched on a table, - yonder

d his back lashed till, for
¢
Ian’ notlie down on ucnds, the eyespf the mother
oy are very likelyto be,
“was attending a pu

The water on the latter road ‘was

sound of

‘two

line were destroyed, and the

people

were

in

great destitution till the foreign merchants and
others st Panama and Aspinwall fed and
clothed them, the government doing nothing
for their relief.
in
named

Henry

Milton,

stolen from its grave at Ottawa and sent in a

box to a Montreal college, has been found at
history began;
tha under t AH] towers of the Montreal! statin by detectives and returpty: that within sight of ed to the Ottawg police.
"
thesé cultured” streets of, Bo ny that above | An explosionof dynamite took place Thursvery gra
Cotton Mather and of his
day at Langier, N. 8., a gold-mining rie
the rocky soil of New England!
60 miles from Halifax on the eastern coas
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In Prose and Poetry,by upward: of 300Distinguish‘| ed Authors,at Home and Abroad, with introduction
BY REV. THEO, L. CUYLER, D, D.
In Elegant Binding, Illustrated. $2.75. Morocco, 5,
E. B OPREAT,
ublisher,
8503 Broadway, New

York.
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Mrs. Julia. McNair Wright's New Book.

Nothing like

Information for everybody.

Toniatons,
and bert ford” Adige) FO
book of

year,

The

for description, com-

3

MAGAZINE
been continuous
;

subscribing

now,

NUMBERS

EXAMINE IT!

SUBSCRIBE

JOWIN L. SHOREY,

Address

:
Heads. 8c. 1 2 shits. Col.

GC

*

X-Mas

Hy

Price $4 per hundred;

the

Single copies 5 eents.

"CHURCH USGL YOR

the Hobs.
RHOPPELL,
New York.

The Holiday VISITOR is the most attractive ev.
er printed. Contains original articles from a doz.
of

the

foremost

writers

on

musical

topics.

get Me.”

Root

Piano Music by 8. G.
Price,

25

= A

cents;

;
$1.50 a year with premitim.Aw-Be sure to send for the Holiday

and have it sent to musical friends.

For.

66

W,

Fourth

Street,

:
VISITOR,

Address

Cincinnati,

O.

onPrints Printing
Press
cards labels dc. (Self-inker$5) 18 Iangdr sines
Fer business or jeasiire, young or old. Do yourown ad-

10 t45
;

:

Cg

ect:

Try

them,

ANTED--Salesman--for each State. Salary $75
to $100 and expenses. (00ds sold by samples.
LABELLE MANU¥G Co., Chicago, Il,
3th

THE MORNING STAR
TERMS:

$2.50

per vear;

the first two mouths,

$2.20;

or, if paid within
and

for $2.00 re-

ceived we will send the Star one year.
For 25 cents received we will send the Star
hree montis on trial.
:

Fria Subscriber will {Pledne notice the, date

of

New 7.stop Organ,
$46. New '13 Liz
rgan, Only
$68,
Ba-16
days’s trial,
CATALOGUE
FREE

petty and

payment

on

the

allow it'to be In arreurs,

of his

paper,

LT

and

not

The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is puid unless
persons request it; and it is discontinued when it has
been more than one oar in arrears, after due
BREW
U.8. PIANO 0.163 Bleeker Street, N. Y. notice and time shall have been givefl.
"REMITTANCES must be made in monNW
“tio ‘| ey-orders
or bank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
In writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE,as well as town, and
An Address before the. Towa Yearly Meeting
b
give both the old and new address when they
Rev. O. E. Baker, upon the issues Bem ne,
]

|

;

t
peli Son

All sizes

Dressings of Churches or homes,

youn will like then, Ren for circulars, with references and prices, - JOHN CORREJA, Jr.,
4
114 Nassau 8t., N.Y

Burr & Prentics, ) Beekman Bt. WN.Y.

Jean, an in

ng

For Christmas and School Festivals. Paper Letters

Prices low; de

BLECANT COIN PURSE.

of
Oo.

best

bathe; all

o

used in Holiday

:

¥

Address Wd
Bible House,

in Velvet, Gold, Greenor Red.

¢ latest style for Ladies or Gents. 1
ussia Leather, with nickel Fates Fain
and patent lock, Sent post-paid at whole~
HR
re
ene for I4cts, i Fo tor Bats,
ated
Catalogue sent free; Address

vertising and
printing, Catal
&c., for 2 stamps,
elsey &

themselves,

DECORATIONS

Subscription,

62620

; AN

all ahont

sleep, sit, waik, dress,

Church & Mouse

rare treat

JOHN CHURCH & CO.,

And 805 Broadway, New York.

Boys & Gils

‘San.

You'll

Pratt, and a lovely

* Woodland Calm” Ld Schneider.

for music lovers.

and

oo, Mass:

$2 NATRHE
Sua Spells BGI

Handsomely IHustrated Poem by Rexford, and
full page: group of * Great Tone Poets.” = The
Day When

.

ots. ; by

about the hair, teeth, nails, and a thousand
other things necessary to know to promote,
long life, health and happiness, hs printed on
the back page of this beok, a Jhize Rebus,
which is pretty hard, it is true, 1 ot it is a fair
one, and can be readily solved.
The bove-and
ris who solve it. by the
th of December or
fore, will receive a hindsome Gold Watch
and books as New Year presents,
The best
written and expressed south
will got the
wateh.
All others will recvive handsome
books
snch as usually sell for $1.50,
Reh AU sents 4 Shre-cont stamps will
0). ang
:£ the
book
contain

*

en

0 Brom aaid St,

Folks, telling them

ways to cat,

1879.

Circle.

li

Ornaments. fo

The
publisher of a book called * Know
Thyself,” 12mo, 64 pags. cloth bound, 50 illus
trations, written by June Taylor €or Little

IS" Six
beautiful
Carols by the best
writers of Sacred Song.
Better
than
Home

2p Taney

A COLD WATCH!
AND FINE BOOKS!
ALL FOR NOTHING!

COS

ever for Sunday Schools, Choirs and

Paper, bei 1
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FOR IT.
Publisher.

Christmas Selections

is a
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EE Age Sut;
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may be

© 36 Bromfield St, Boston, Mass.
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ISSUE.

tists and “Pedo-Baptists 3' between : Evangelical
Baptists and Campbellites; and between Free and
Close Baptists upon the Communion Question.
Price 10 Cent$,
Address, R. A. COATS,
Mitch-

ell, Towa, or REV, 0. E. BAKER, Wgterloo,

Towa.
A

n

or

X

es
ad Full List of Contant

Number and PREMIUM LIST.

interest, instruct and amuse, and is welcomin the household by old and young alike.
has been recently enlarged, and is fllustiated
our best artists.

.

ai

Now is the time to subscribe for this

Favorite.

and some of the most désirable brands are not of-

a

ress

who speaks pieces, every mem
N
to recite,

Happy!

BEST
ILLUSTRATED
for the young. Its success has
and unexampled.

i]

: Joting escent at an advanceon the latter rate. “TIIinpis and
Fodiana winter wheats Tange from $7 @
But many of the methods above enumerated
$7 75; and Ohio and Michigan at
$6 76 @ $7 50 ¥
A
lictbl only ina small way to trees in bbl.
Minnesota extras ave selling at $6 50 @ $7 50
nurseries or favorite shade trees, and in for- ¥ bbl, the latter price for
bakers brands;

‘P.O,

lendid Peclam;
S80 pp. Price.
ota,
mailed free. Sold and
by

in-

s1.50THE NURSERY. s1.50

CHURCH

Spring wheats are yery firm and the most desirable
brands dre in demand, Prices range from $7 50 @
$0 25 # bbl, and a few favorite: brands are held
for an advance oo the latter rate. Winter wheat
Patents'are firm at $7 50 @ $8 75 ‘bul, and have
been in fair demand, favorite brands now held at
#0. St. Louis winter wheats are firm at $7 25 @$8,

8 with CON.
0
ARLR :
ENSE,!

This number
is uniform with the Series, and

@

the

were

Make the Children

ders : popular song *‘ The

i

¥Bdition.

HOILE St

mostly

at

at 216

® bh.

dress the Author & Publisher,
TY, Washington, N. J.

and

Boston Produce Report.
Reported by
HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
:
i
“BOSTON, Saturday, December 13.
Fuour. There 1s a decidely better feeling
in the
Flour market. with an increased demand
for -exyork and consumption. Spring wheat extras are
very scarce and 25c' # bbl higher, and straight
winter wheats and desirable spring and winter
wheat Patents are yery firm apd in better demand
at full curren: rates, and there is a decided up.
ward tendency for all kinds. Somé
Western millers have withdrawn nd others ave placed their
Flour under limits of 25 @ 50c ¥ bbl advance on
present prices,
heat has now touched so high
apointin all the leading marketsat the West,
millers are forced, to demand higher: prices (or
Flour, as current rates on the Seabard donot pay
cost, and for future delivery Ei
S68 can or be
made gxoop
.adv
The
movements in Wheat since the first
of September
have beenin round numbers
62,500,000

Fine

Thalltag to Dr, X. Bb. WOLFE: Clacinnatt Guts

name,

y 10 Cents.
y and
travels in Europe, over 30 engravings, nearly 100
pages, nicely bound book sent for only 10 cts., ad:

would hatch, and by multiplying, diminish the

reaching the feeding place.

disease of she Nose,

SENTITS
TOUR IN EUROPE

two years.

of Boston,

Publishers’

free of charge. It is Slegaitly rinted
and illustrated ;
144 Pages,
0., 1879, IL has
the means, in the
rovidence of dod, of saving many valuable lives.
he book is invaluable to
persons
ng with any

ADVERTISEMENTS

sometimes

the ground in a bare place.
Parasitic insects
would hatch apd be saved, while such of the

been

here

The market continues firm

Address,

Companion,

Full Board Cloth,

Heavy white paper, 75 o. | Heavy tinted paper, §1
10 Cents Additional if sent by Mail.

for

There has been a fair demand,

DRESSED HOGS. Sy
yesterday at 6% @ To ¥

parasitic inseets, which

injury done by this insect. It is therefore
recommended to gather the infected leaves,
and, instead of burning them, throw them on

Boston clear is selling

X-mas sohgs by Sullivan, Danks,

so

fist

outside

sales have

with sales of Boston at 9 @ 9c

T

osote is a preventive against insects damaging

fin

tifully bound, for Holiday Gifts.

Limp Cioth Edition,

|
{ : ]
80
BRONC He or TRA
will send a copy of ‘MEDICA.

vance of last week, with sales of Boston and West.
ern steam at 8%
@ Sic, and kettle rendered at
8% dic ab.

overflowing with the choicest original matter,
of so diversified a character that it never fails

The injection of mineral salts and cre-

chemical processes.

the

Dealers hold mess firm at $14 50

SMOKED HAMS.

sprightly, entertaining paper, deservedly popular, and is, without exception, the. best of its
kind .published in America.
It is filled to

in their

hickory,

Moody and Sankey.
‘For this purpose we have prepared two
fine editions, on superior
paper, beau-

ing on Tharsday at a lower rate.
BEER: There hasbee
no change
n fv prices;

BELLS,

United

10 ots

Almost everybody will be
glad to preserve, {
substantial bindings, the a
which
have proved
of 80 much value in the
great religious
gatheri
under Messrs.
gre
ig
Butior ngs

50; and backs at $17 @ bbl, but Western was offer-

received beneficial

The bells are warranted

A

The

them thus in their burrows has been tried with

The sap wood of white

side price.

as
de-

RECOVERED.

the

Words Only.

80 Cts. | Paper Covers

The market sustains a firm tone, but

in small lots.

-

tf

success.
:
11. The vapor benzine has been proposed
as a remedy against insects destroving wood-

‘timber.

ton,

#14 75, and none can be laid down

ers.

nests,
9
;
10. Hand picking, the seeking of cocoons
and insects, especially in winter.
Sweeping or
burning down the nests of insects and seeking

work.

PORK.

Troches,” as by their early use most

throughout

Covers,

the fluctuations in the West keep buyers from op-

others

can

Editions:

10c. additional by mail. | 3¢ additional by mail,

Fair to good

fair demand at $15 @ $17 &

D

7. ‘Dusting the leaves with lime ovr with
powdered hellebore, when the dew is on, has
been mentioned as a remedy against insects,
8. ‘ Another mode for protecting the trees
against insects that crawl up to the bark consists in fastening a rope around the tree and
nailing a strip of tin four inches wide around
the rope, where they may be killed by applying kerosene.
}
9. Digging around the tree to kill or expose the larvae to frost has been tried with
success, Others scatter corn around the roots
and allow hogs to root among it,thus turning up
the soil and destroying doubtlessly many of the
pup,
Late plowing by exposure to birds and

destroy

price,

Roard

fet over Suc # bu jor Maine Central. Northern
se have been selling al 45 @ 50c # bu. Jackson
Whites range from 46 4 50c. P. KE. Island Chenaogoes have been selling at 40 @ 45¢. Tue market
closes with a downward tendency.
HAY AND STRAW. Choice May continues in

One pair of boots or shoes saved every year
by using Lyon’s Patent Metalic. eel Stiffen~

wash brush.

frosts will assist to

selling

Whooping Cough, Asthma, Croup and Racking
Coughs cured by Adamson's Balsam.
It never
fails to cure. Price35 cents, Sample fsee.

applied
a

Popular
Musie Edition.

76 East Ninth
Street, New York.

~~ —

advan-

be

over 23¢, and

Sales of Western mess and extra mess at
12; and extra plate ut $12 50 & 13 ¥ bbl.

Canada.

‘liable to injury from the boring of insects, even after baving béen worked and turned into
feet spokesof carriages is often protected by these

can not be run for some time. The villages of
Buenavista, Gateen and Matachin’ along ‘the

The body of a man

ns: where our: revolutionary

when freshly made,

It should

The Largest Collection of favorite Sacred
Songs ever issued.

7a Randolp! h Street Onion gOke

In
1850
the ‘ BRONCHIAL
TROCHES”
were introduced, and from that time up to the
present their success in Colds, Coughs, Asthma, and Bronchitis has been unparalleled. No
household should be without ¢ Brown's Bronby cold

Embracing all the Songs in No. 1, No.2
and
No.
3, duplicates only being omitted.
The songs Xo.
numbered consecutively, and make

BICLOW & MAIN,

fair-sized

rh

on the

¢

Your Bookseller will order it for
you, or send to

The prices are comparatively low.

Pacific Mail company’s wharf $100,000 worth,
and the Panama railroad wharf $10,000 worth,

“God, against. the . aggressive Romish higher than was ever known before, and trains
andism of
ignorance.
:
boy,

forest and fruit trees.

as

or Humor

GOSPEL HYMNS COMBINED

Send 10 cents at once for a Sample

hot water to make it of the consistency of comtage as a remedy against insects and mildew in

place.

GI RBIE

chasers

quantity of

gentleman has signified

will command

‘We are in receipt of the Bell Catalogue of the REMEMBER that by
She Tour 1350, EXT
Blymer Manufacturing Company, of Cincinna- ir
obtained.
ti, O. - In addition to description, prices, etc.,
it contains some: 1,600 testimonials from pur- |

the

or an ordinary workman who was able to read.
This accomplishment among’ women
was

best.

crop.

which are familiar to all dairymen.
As far
practicable
a large, well-developed animal is

CHURCH

mixed

with

their

recent

skin, and

and

I'd

ROBERT B. FITZGERALD.
>

5. Washing the trunk and the large branches with soft soap or strong soap suds, or lye,
or whitewashing with lime,
.
6. A wash composed of one pound of flowers of sulphur and a peck of quicklime,

such

Pimples

Coughs

ce,

Ask for the

results from the first bottle. After taking four
bottles she was entirely cured. Yours truly,

passing.

around

off

erating fo any extent and

ed to try your remedy, and

leaden

forceing

begun to
is apples,

NEW York CITY, June 16, 1879.
H. H. WARNER & Co.—Gentlemen—I
hereby certifythat my wife has been using Warner's
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure for Bright's Disease, and sheis now entirely recovered. When
all physicians’ remedies failed, she was induc-

other lig-

from

ul

RT WH

Applying ' disks of tin, that, sloping
insects

holders are not

gellingat 10
Rie on.
, is Buve been
EGGS. There has been a slow market for E gS,
as most of the receipts:have been of an inferior
quality and not what are wanted for the city trade.
Strictly fresh stock will readily command
24c ¥
dozen, but the bulk of the sales have been at 20 @
22c. Eastern are very unsatisfactory this season
and some lots are hard to sell at any reasonable
rice. Limed Eggs have beenselling at 16 @ 17¢c
Sgaen. Tce-house stock uRsalaby,

while we
the fiscal
stationery
the same

in a

Rheum,

at

wanting, the calf may be regarded as quite unpromising for the dairy. There are other condi-

ENTIRELY

or

been

But whatever other favorable indications, and this

overcome.

:

prevent

of his

:

Herald,

troubles of the Throat induced

printers’ ink, or, what is better, wrapping
paper or cloth around the trunk and applying
the tar tg these instead of the bark.
The substance should be renewed as soon as it be-

downward,

Morning

Scrofula,
Scrofulous Humor,Cancer.
pride Krysipelas, Canker, Sale

have

extra. Poor and ordinary gra.les move off mod.
erately at $10 @ $14 ¥ 10on. Rye Straw continues
In active demand and prices are still higher.
Sales at $23 @ $24. and some lots at $25 ¥ ton.
POULTRY. There was more inquiry for choice
Turkeys avd Chickens ye-terday, under the influence ol the cooler weather, and fresh killed sold
readily at 13 @ 14c# Bb. There isa small supply
of desirable
Turkeys and Chickens here, and Toe
prospects are favorable for higher
prices next
week, should the weather continue cold. Western
supplies are arriving earlier than last season and
not in good order, with sales mostly
at 10 @ 12 4c
¥
for
best. Od stock is slow of sale at very
low prices.

chial

and

mon whitewash, bas been used

the present, to find a peasant

.|

i

tar and

Austrlia,

tions necessary to a good cow,

spread under the trees to catch whatever falls.
Some caterpillars that spin down with a silk

uids.

top

sales

Best creameries can not be quoted above

ladle packed Western

:

teats, an easy milker, a yellow

prevent injury to the bark. - Cloth should be

troughs filled with oil, coal

the

$9.8

'Thé

plenty of pretiy good stock is offering at 20 @ 22c,
lots as low as 14 ¥ 16¢. The
market closes with a large supply of medium stock
aod we see no signs of improvement.
J
CHEESE. There has heen a moderate demand
from the trade, bift buyers refuse to pay any
ad.
vance and prices are just about the same. Bo
of choice factory at 13 @ 15¢ # Bb, and although
Rolders are aski
a fiitle more for fine stock, 13¢

runs. up in a smooth, unbroken column, other
things being equal, such as good care and contin.

2. Jacring the trees by striking them with a
heavy piece of scantling, padded at the end to

with

examines

!lotn,

demand.

with some common

outside of the thigh of the calf from immediately
behind the udder as high as the hair grows. Ifi'

of

flames and perish.

trunk

a

Cows of extraodinary milking qualities are found
as often among grades as among thorougbred animals. As arule, the progeny of extra milkers
become the best cows, and every heifer calf from
such cows should be raised, except it fail to carry
the prevailing mark indicating a good milker,
This mark is the upward growth of the hair on the

success for the destruction of insects upon
fruit trees, and applicable to fruit trees, may be
mentioned the following:
;
1. Building fires in the evening to attract
millers and other insects, which fall into the

the

stock.

England,

take

Je

The market is nist firm for this

a Slopdy

4c, and only a few brands will command over 32
33c # Ib, in lots, Some consignments branded
¢
ery are hard to see at 30¢; for best fall made
dairy lots, 300 is a full selling price, and
winter made lots are hard to sell at 5c. We quote
choice New York and Vermont dairies at 21 § 26c
¥ 1b, but 26¢ is all taat.can be depended upon for
most coming in, and some range down to
20¢. No

issue says that there is great danger that the attempt of Americans and others to obtain the
Australian trade willbe overdone. The day of
rapid expenditure due to the gold digging is past
and the commerce of Australia will in future be
confined to the exports of 3,000,000 people,~
Springfied Republien.

Among the various methods practiced with

comes dry.
4. . Sarrounding

he

Cultivator.

Sydney,

HOW TO DESTROY INSECTS INFEOT:
ING TREES.

molasses

ating and

be a
many

the latter island taking the entire surplus

Rural and Domestic. |

Smearing the bark with tar,

to

]

sales at $5 25

Bea
uti
Music
ful
Books
FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS !

Ten years ago the imports of stationery into the

election---a result the iaportance of which is conceded by all.

8.

returned

United States were valued at $527,465,
exported but $3777 in this line. - For
year ended June 80, 1879, our imports of
were $126,862, and our exports during
period were $1,298,312.
The last article which California has
supply to Australia and
New Zealand

na-

ealth, the President has tendered
the vacancy
to Senator Edmunds of Vermont, and that

beginning of

ican

is ad-

with 2 broom

then

oy

with

VEGETINE is Sold by All Druggists,

head and sees the hairgoing. — Phil. Chronical
Herald.
The upper section of Franklin County, Me., is
justly celebrated for its fine flocks of Merino
and grade Merino sheep, of which a recent cor
respondent speaks in terms of high praise.—4dmer-

vanced that a convention held there would have
no little influence toward securing the State in the

fiber, may be swept down
destroyed.

the

The two important events in the life of a man are
when he examines his upper lip and sees the hair

never

argument

are

Flour,

Bronchitis, Neural,
5
Ulces,
By
e
Khematism, Painain
CORN, The market for corn is very firm, with a
steady demand at further improvement in prices.
Pil
ostiven
on,
s
The sales of old mixed and yellow have been at 65°
oe
Headache, Revers,
@ 68c ¥ bu, and new at 63 @
65¢.¥ bu, with sales of
ness, Painsi
Back,
nth
Faint.
e
ive gars bi
nixed at foie. di
ness at the Stomach, Kid=
ATS. The receiptso
r the week have
ney Compluints, Female
been 23,122 bu. The market ie very firm for Oats,
eakness, and Gene
with a steady demand, and prices are aguin higher
and very unsettled. The sales of Nol and extra
eral Debility.
white have been at53 @ 54c; No 2 white at 52) @
bc; and No 8 white aud No 2 mixed
at 40 @ 500
" 2t4%eow
bu. Some speculative purchases have been made
at even higher prices, and the market is unsettled.
RYE.
e market is quiet at 5c @ $1 ¥ bu.
FEED. There is a firm feeling for all Kinds of
Feed. We quote Short at $1750; Fine Weed at
$1750 @ $18; and Middlings at $19 @ $20 ¥ ton.
BUTTER. ‘There has been very light trade and
further concessions have been made in ordes to effect sales. Our quotations are 1@ 2 ¥ B lower
than lust week, Lut it is still difficult to give a re.
liable range as buyers are indifferent about oper- ¥

Sheffield, England, sends large quantities of
steel blanks to Connecticut to be struck off into
They

Rye

PBOCKWHEAT.
FLOD.
§
. Tine.e suite
sules horve:
have
$250
@ $2 62% ¥ 100 bs.

Mr. Brigham, American Ministef to Japan, reports that the exports to the United States mow
exceed those to all European States combined.

where the fine finishing is done and they
final trip to America as Sheffield ware.

for

OAT MEAL.

article with

© Haley & Co., of Dover, N. H., have sent 9000 barrels of apples to the South American market this
season.

scissors.

’

There has gp 3 steady but mod.

emand

$5 75 ¥ bbl.

this year, against 828,356 barrels in 1873.

the convention
.of 1876. Chicago has sent a dele.
gation
to urge the selection of that city as the
for the convention, and it is believed to be
erably regarded
members. There is,
however, a great desire on
the part of many that
the convention should be held in New York State,
either in the city of New York or at Saratoga.
The

er

of birds.

A winter vacation trip to the city would
sensible use of time and money for a good
farmers and their wives.— Golden Rule.

85¥ bbl.

Brn Pious,

Michigan has turned out 2,055,950 barrels of salt

a new committee
will be chosen
another chairman for service
The question of the time or
the convention is also much
is a stro
gentiment in some
that

Killing

*

@ 2

in

A salmon caught near Vancouver Island on

| dent al question. The chairmanship for thé re.
mainder of the term of this committee is not,

than

here, as

Pacific coast, weighed ninety-eight pounds.

the chairmanship. Mr. Frye, of Maine, and exGovernor McCormick, of Arizona, are also spoken
of as possible candidates. All these men are supposed tobe in some degree representatives of
candidates for the Presidency. Platt for Conk.
ling, either for himself or for whoever he may
prefer in case he withdraws
from the contest,
Cameron of Evarts primarily, and Frye and
McCormick primarily of Blaine. Mr. Forbes, of
Massachusetts, has
been mentioned as a man not
supposed to be any way committed on the Presi-

uarters in favor of an earlier date

in fields and

and

ITEMS.

will resign and be succeeded by Semator Don
Cameron, in'which case he will be a candidate for

the

11

CORN MEAL. There has been a steady demand
for Corn Meal and the market is quiet firm at
5

Florida is planting fig trees.

who suc:

at

hope

erally.—Report on Forestry.

News.

important matter, for

without

This leads us to ' considér
more fully
this
important subject, so closely identified with
sylviculture and our agricultural interests gen-

ceeds Governor-elect Cornell as a member of the
committee, will be pressed for the chairmanship.
It is also reported that the Pennsylvania member

after all, a very

Wisconsin extrasat $6 @ $6 50; and Western common extras at $6 @ $625 ¥ bbl. Western supers
ire Scarce and prices are nominally $525 @
7

and

the forest, there is often evidence that an in

Special despatch to the Boston Advertiser.
Washington, Dec. 14.—There is ian the city a
good proportion of members of the national re
publican committee, and subjects connected with
the business of their meeting on the 17th are topics of discussion in republican circles. It is un-

tional convention
which may choose
in the Samphign.
place of holding
talked of. There

other

belpless

done

fruits,

crease is often caused by the

restored

derstood that Mr. Platt, of New York,

relief from
stand

Immense damage i$ also
gardens to grains and

to his old place as leader of the Liberal party,
from which he voluntarily retired several years
ago. His willingness to lead an active canvass
against the government of Lord Beaconsfield
is based on patriotic grounds, ard there can be
little doubt of his readiness to take his post
again, even if the task carries with it the duty
of resuming the cares of office at three-scoreand-ten.—
XN. Y. Tribune.
Latest

seek

happens,

witness the great injuries done

bags of

Mr. Gladstone seems now virtually

Binding locks
ad. |truoks, &c.

mayor's

to

must

of relief,

money to their various residences.— Washington Correspondence of Springfield Republican.

making a

dress of welcome. . He was subsequently
greeted by Governor Bishop at the State capi-

tol, and in the evening

members to hire a dray

we

sources, or, as

i

AND THE

Let me hold up before you two cameos, etch-

est cullure

killing one man and fatally wounding two
others.
5
!
Large numbers of colored emigrants. from
Goldsboro’, N. C., have passed through Petersburg, Va., during the past few days, en route
to Indiann.
A large number of them are
women with infants in their arms.
‘They go
without a leader,
A $100 check which Mayor Prince, of Boston
sent John G. Whittier for his Emancipation
group
m has been returned with the reguest that it be given to the Old South church
fair.
:
Considering bow lustily they called for the
dollar of the daddies, the members of Congress manifest a singular aversion to the coin
now that they can bave it. The secretary of the
treasury pays out 10 per cent. of all the salaries
in standard silver dollars and includes senge.
tors and representatives with the other employes of the government.
Members are so lot
to load down their pockets with the heavy
money, that the sergeant-at-arms of the House
has over 6000
silver dollars in . his. safe
and
doesn’t know what to do with them.
Treasurer, Gilfillan won’t take them back, but
keeps on sending 10 per cent. of every disbursement in the objeetionable coin. The only way
out of the difficulty
seems to be for the

T
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The Star
goes to Riess Tuesday morting,
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